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INTRODUCTION
In the design of any piece of equipment, before any
work whatsoever is done, a reason for developing the object must be apparent to all concerned.

Any expenditure

of time, labor and money must be properly justified before action can be taken.

In the case of this paper,

then, the reason for designing a broadcast radio station
for the Missouri School of Mines & Metallurgy at Rolla,
Missouri is twofold:

First, to provide an additional

instrument whereby instruction may be given to students
interested in the study of radio; second, to supply the
residents of Rolla and vioinity with entertainment and
instruotion in keeping with the high ideals of the
Sohool.
At present, the Rolla radio receivers are provided
programs prinoipally from KTTR, in Rolla.

Other sta-

tions, however, are reoeived with more or less consistency varying with the time of day, the season of the
year and the quality of the reoeiver.

st. Louis radio

stations are heard, as are also the high powered transmitters

from Ft. Worth, Texas, Dallas, Texas, Shreve-

port, La., Louisville, Ky., New Orleans, La., and
Nashville, Tenn.

There can be little doubt however of a

radio audienoe in the vicinity of Rolla alone of at
least several thousand students and residents.

Th

of this thesis fits in nicely with the aim of the

idea
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Federal Communication Commission, which is to provi.de
adequate radio coverage for all the populated areas of
the United States.
In the way of instruction facilities for the students, the station would provide many new features.
Naturally, students interested in radio broadcasting and
communications engineering in general would receive
benefits from visits to the station.

The transmitter

could be manned by students (properly licensed, ot
course).

This would stimulate interest in securing

government radio licenses and in competing for the tasks
available.

It is desirable, although certainly not

necessary, for anyone speoializing in electrical engineering with a communications option (1) to biB licensed as

--------------,----,-------(1) A course of study available at the Missouri
School of Mines.
a first class radiotelephone operator or a first class
radiotelegraph operator.

Likewise, having an opportun-

ity to actually work with commercial radio equipment is
something to be prized by anyone seeking education along
that line.

It gives the student a chance to become fa-

miliar with apparatus first hand instead of receiving
only a reading acquaintance.
The radio station need not benefit the electrical
engineering department only; a program manager

ould be

~-

required, probably from any department; also, news announcers, program announcers, sports announcing and guest
speakers; talent shows from all branches of the student
body; programs by the Glee Club and Dramatic Club; lectures by the Dean and professors; and discussions and political speeches by the office seekers in the area.

A

program of general education in engineering for all ages
might be established.

All in all, many people would

benefit from the radio station, particularly the School.
It is not the purpose of this thesis to draw up a
complete set of plans and specifications for a radio
broadcast station, since such an undertaking would require a great deal of time and expense; but only to work
out the more important details and show what could be
done if funds Were available for the purpose.
Therefore, it will be assumed that a transmitting
station is to be built of 250 watts radiated energy, and
that a frequency has been assigned of 1250 kc; further,
that an antenna height of 190 ft. has been granted.
Such a combination should give a consistent coverage ot
roughly thirty-five miles in all directions from Rolla.
Detailed calculations of field strength are shown in the
chapter on the Antenna.

A program of three hours a day,

six days per week is anticipated.
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A REV'IEN OF LITERATURE
There have been many books pUblished concerning the
various phases of radio broadcasting dealing with waves
from 50,000 cycles per second up to hundreds of megacycles.

These publications cover sUbjects such as wave

theory, fundamental radio circuits, advanced circuits, receiver design, transmitter design, oscillators, studio
acoustics, mathematics as applied to radio waves, short
wave amateur operations, experimental radio, radio direction finding, RADAR and SONAR, just to mention a few.
Then there are innumerable magazine pUblications, devoting either wholly or in part to information concerning
radio.

Many informed writers have discussed the pros and

cons of radio broadcasting before technical meetings.
Their works have been pUblished in volumes of

~Prooedures~.

So, there is certainly no shortage of information on the
general sUbject of Radio.
However, obtaining information about the design of a
radio broadcastin

station requires some digging in libra-

ries and some consulting with the proper people, since
relatively few books are written about that particular
subject.

Since all radio stations must be licensed, a

likely source of technical information would be the
Federal Communications Commission.

The Commission has

published a considerable number of booklets such as the
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following:

"The Communications Act of 1934"; "Standards

of Good Engineering Practice Concerning Broadcasting Stations";"Standards of Good Engineering Practice Concerning
FM Broadcast Stations"; "Rules of Practice and Procedure";
"General Rules and Regulations"; "Rules Governing Standard Broadcast Stations"; "Rules Governing Commercial Radio
Operators"; and "Rules Governing the Filing of Information,
Contracts, Periodic Reports, etc.".
The above texts furnish an excellent source of information concerning the sUbject of radio station design, and
the one titled "Standards of Good Engineering Practice
Concerning Broadcasting Stations" is by far the most important.

The FCC here lists and explains the necessary

qualifioations required of a station seeking a license.
It also lists a good deal of general technical information
which is available from no other souroe.

Another possible

valuable reference, which was not available to the writer,
however, is a pUblication called "National Association of
Broadoasters' Engineering Handbook".
Mr. Nilson and Mr. Hornung have written an excellent
work entitled "Practical Radio Communication".

It is help-

ful in the present instance in that it covers many phases
of commeroial radio broadcasting.

However, it also dis-

closes faots conoerning amateur radio, marine radio, aviation radio, spark transmitters, receiver design, fundamentals of electricity, etc., that are of no interest here.
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Henney's "Radio Engineering Handbook" and Terman's
"Radio Engineerine:" are certainly useful to anyone interested in the teohnical aspects of radio and were of inestimable value in this case.

The "Radio Amateurs Hand-

book" was referred to, although it is primarily useful to
"Elements of Radio" by Marcus & Horton

radio amatel:lrs.

proved an excellent text.
A few words should be said concerning Mr. G. E.
Sterling's "The Radio Manual".

This book was written

for the benefit of radio operators. engineers and technicians, and is a compilation of information concerning
many different types of broadcasting and receiving equipment.

Throughout his book, Mr. Sterling has introduced

various items by manufacturer's name and type number.
giving a complete description of the operation.
diagrams have, in many cases. been included.

Circuit

Also refer-

ences to FCC's "Rules and Regulations" are made.

In the

back of the book is a complete list of the "Rules and
Regulations".

Bt

means of this book, a ready reference

to commercial equipment is obtained.

Although the data

may be slightly out of date. this is no serious handicap
where theory only is desired.

Mr. Sterling, in 1938. was

the Assistant Chief. Field Section, Engineering Department.
Federal Communications Commission and also a member of the
Institute of Radio Engineers.
For periodicals, reference was made to "Radio", "Com-
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munications", and various pUblications of the Portland
Cement Association and National Concrete Masonry Association.

The trade pUblications provided many ideas con-

cerning the building design and construction.

For

architectural design, many good books are available at
the School library.

Another source of information, not

too important, was the advertisements of radio equipment
manufacturers and the descriptive catalogues showing
what their products will or will not do.

An example of

these would be Western Electric's "2A Frequency Monitor"
(unnumbered publication).

It describes in pictures and

words a frequency monitor for checking the broadcast
transmitter frequency.

The information contained there-

in is available from no other source.

There are many

such pamphlets available from manufacturers.
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Location of Transmitter and Antenna
The location of the antenna is probably the most
important geographical consideration of the whole radio
station.

It must be, at best, a compromise; because

three considerations must always be kept in mind when
locating an antenna and each must be satisfied before
construction can proceed.

These three considerations

are:
1.

Location of transmitter antenna so as to

properly serve the desired area.
2.

The purchase, rent, or lease of the desired

ground for erecting the antenna.
3.

The distance from the transmitter to the an-

tenna.
Two of the considerations may be eliminated at
once:

No ground is to be purchased for this work and

also the transmitter and antenna will be olose together.
The most important consideration, then, is the first.
If the broadcast does not properly reach the radio sets
which are to be provided with radio service, then the
looation is unsatistactory and should not be used.

It

is difficult, of oourse, to select a piece of ground
which is satisfactory from a teohnical view point with-
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out running field strength tests.

( 2)

The tests, however,

(2) Field strength tests are made by means of a
special calibrated receiver which is moved from
place to place in the area being tested, readings being taken of field strength at each location. The readings are in microvolts (or
millivolts) per meter which is a measure of the
field intensity at that particular spot. By
making a plot on a map of the various recorded
data, points of the same field intensity may be
joined by a line. A series of such lines of
equal field intensity would then give a tield
intensity contour map. (Similar in appearance
to the contours on an ordinary map.) The contours would be separated a greater distance at
certain points than at others, due to the fact
that the radio waves passed over the distance
with less attenuation. Less attenuation occurs
where ground conductivity is good. Hence where
contours are close together, the particular ar a
crossed has poor ground conductivity and would
indicate (other things being equal) a less desirable location for an antenna.
require equipment which is not available and whioh is also beyond the scope ot this thesis.

Field strength tests

are not so important in determining the location of a low
power transmitter such as is contemplated.

If a location

were being selected for a radio station like KMOX, for
example, then field strength tests would be all important.
A further SUbject to be oonsidered is the matter of
oity zoni

•

Station KXLW in St. Louis erected a broad-

cast antenna at Olivette in St. Louis county and used
this radiator for several months.

Acoording to the news-

papers, it then came to light that there were zoning laws
ooncerning the types of construction permitted in various
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areas.

As a result, KXLW was faced with the possibil-

ity of having to move the antenna.
Working on the basis that the broadcast station
will have a power of 250 watts, will be on the air during the daytime only for three hours, and is to cover
Rolla, Waynesville, St. James and Cuba, the following
locations were selected.

Each location will be

studied in detail and its advantages and disadvantages
cited.
"The ideal location of a broadcast transmitter is
in a low area of marshy or 'crawfishy' sailor area
which is damp the maximum percenta e of the time and
from which a clear view over the entire center of
population may be had, and the tall buildings in the
business section of the city would cast a shadow
across the minimum residential area.

The type and con-

dition of the soil or earth immediately around a site
is very important.

Important, to an extent, is the

soil or earth between the site and the principal area
to be served.

Sandy soil is considered the worst type,

with glacial deposits and mineral are areas next.

Al-

luvial, marshy areas and salt water bogs have been found
to have the least absorption of the signal.

One is

fortunate to have available such an area and, if not
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available, the next best condition must be selected."

(3 )

(3) Federal Communications Commission, Standards
of Good Ehgineerin~ Practice Concerning Standard Broadcast Stat10ns (550-1600 KC), p. 33,
(1939), revis ed to June 1, 1944.
It can be seen from the above quoted paragraph that
conditions around Rolla, Missouri are not conducive

to

good radio transmission and reception.
When a radio wave leaves an antenna, it radiates as
a ground wave and also as a sky wave.

The ground wave

moves out from the antenna along the ground (see Chap. 6)
whereas the sky wave is radiated up to the ionized layers
and part of it may be reflected back to the earth.

The

ground wave is fairly constant in that it is not seriously affected by temperature, time of day, cosmic ray bombardment, etc.

The sky wave, on the other hand, is

seriously affected by the factors outlined and therefore
the location at which the wave is reflected back to the
ground varies considerably.

Therefore, the renge ex-

pected from a given broadcast transmitter for consistent
reception depends on the ground wave only.
Another way to visualize this situation is to observe the listener's own use of the radio receiver.
Oertainly with modern radio sets the user can tune in
stations on the broadcast band which are located five
hundred or a thousand miles away.
perhaps several hours, the program

For a few minutes, or
come in clearly and
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with sufficient loudness for easy listening.

However, at

another time of day or during another part of the year,
the same stations do not come in at all or are so weak
and garbled as to be unintelligible.
shifting of the sky wave.

This is due to the

Hence for twenty-four hours a

day, year round reception, the ground wave of a closer
station must be relied on.

To prevent distortion, the

receiver must also be close enough to the transmitter so
that the sky wave passes completely overhead, causing no
interference with the ground wave.

The ground wave is

attenuated as it travels along the earths' surface.
Therefore, the farther one is away from the transmitting
antenna the weaker the ground wave becomes.

Also, at

higher frequencies the attenuation is greater.

The at-

tenuation also varies with the type of terrain.

Notice

the table on the next page.
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Table
(~)

Feder 1 Communications Commission, Stand rd of Good Engineerin, Pr ctic. Concerning St ndard Broadcast Station (550-1600
XC , p. 34, (1939).

Value. of inductivity and conductivity recommended to be U8 d for varioua type. of country in the ab encs of SurT y8 over the particular
are in~olv d.

Type of Terr 1

Abeorpti
F etOl" t
tiYity Conducti?lty 50 mUe.
1000 x.c(5)

I duo-

r is st ted for comperilon purpOlea in ord r ~ 1dicate at a gl oe which v lusl of conductivity d 1 ductiv...
it,. repr sent the higher abeorptio. This tlgur II the
ratio between field inten.itJ obtained with the 8011 00 Itants given and with no b orptl0 i

(5) Thi. ti

Se nt r, mInimum aUenu tiOlh
P ator 1, low hilla, rich eol1,
typical ot Dallal, Tex., Lincoln,
Nebr., & olf Point,
t., are I .
altoral, low hilla, rich 80il.
typical of Ohio and Illinoia.
Flat co try,
rahy, d neelY
wooded, typical of Louiaiana n ar
aaia ippi Hi?er.
Itorel, medium hille. & tor .ta.
tio , typical or Maryland. Panna ••
New York. xolue1ve ot untainoue
t rritory nd e.a co .ta.
ra.toral, medl
hill., fore tation,
heavy clay 8011, ~ypical ot
centr 1 Virginia.
Hook1 aoi1, .t.ep hilla, typical
of N w gland.
and,., dry, t la t, typic 1 ot
co atal country.
01 ty, Indu trial a1" I. a? rage
attenuatIon.
Oi ty, b.duatrial areaa, aax1mUm
attenuation
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81

4.64. x 10

1.0

20

-13
3 x 10

l'

10- 13

0.1'1

12

'1.5 x 10-14

O.le

13

x 10-1.

0,,09

13

1
" x 10- •

0.05

14

1
2 x 10- 4:

0.0215

10

14
2 x 10-

0.0 "

5

10... 14:

0,011

3

-15
10

0.003

.50
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It can be seen from this chart that soil conductivity conditions around Rolla are far from ideal and the
ground wave will be attenuated rapidly.

The character-

istics of central Missouri in the foothills of the
Ozarks would probably fit under the heading of "Pastoral,
medium hills, and forestation, heavy clay soil, typical
of central Virginia".

Referring to Table A, this terrain

would give a ground conductivity of 4 x lO-14~

This fig-

ure will be used later in determining the approximate
range of the radio station.
Another factor which must be kept in mind concerns
Table B.

From this table, and using a value of 250 watts

power in a city of between 5,000 and 10,000, the approximate radius of blanket area is 0.3-0.5 miles.

Also, the

location of the station must be 1-3 miles from the center
of city.

A maximum percentage of total population in

blanket area is 1%.
Numerous other considerations must be kept in mind.
Relative position of the antenna with respect to airports and airways.

(The FCC recommends using a distance

of three miles as a guide.)
considered.
be available.

Hazards to aviation must be

Space to erect the antenna and ground must
Closeness of power lines, sUbstations,

telephone systems, intervening hills, altitude (with
respect to area being served) all have their effect.

If

this station is built, it would be recommended strongly
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ble B (6)
(6)

deral 0
unications Oommission, tendards or Good liIngine riCf Pract1c Concerning Standard Broadcast Stations (550-1600
KO , p. 31, (193~)

Gen ral guide to be used in
oast transmitters.

Pow r at
Station

Population of
City or Metro )
politan Area (7

term1ning the approximate site of bra d-

Approx. Rad.
of Blanket
J.r
250 mv/m (8)

5ite-d18t.
fram otr. of
Ci ty (Business or
Ge ographi oal)

• P rat
Total Population in
Blanket
o ntag

Ar

les
5,000-50,000
50,000 or more
5,000 - 150,000
150,000 er mor
5,000 to 200,000
200,000 or more
1
All

0.15
0.15

1/2-1

0.5-0.5

1-3

(9)

(g)

0.3-0.5

o.e-Q.g
0.6-0.9
1,5-2.5
3.0-4.5

2-5
(g)

5-10
10-15

(7) The total population 18 the population at the c1 ty sought to
be served except in those instances wben the s t10n is to be
1006 ted in an ar
classifi d by the Depar ent ot C erce,
Bur au ot Census, as a metropolitan area, in which case the
popul tion ot th metropol110 n area s 11 apply. Provid d,
however, that when the po1'l8r ot the station is such that all
the metropoli tan are cannot be sened, the population that
will actually be sened B 11 determine. The population tigures are thoee deter.m1ned by the late8t ofticial oensue and
where greater population 1s clai
, tile burden ot proot is
on the applieant.
(8) These radii are only approximate and the actual blanket area

(area 1 thin the 250 mv/m contour)
y be mater! 11' difter...
nt dependiI18 on the antenna employed and other tactors.
(g) In these 1nstances it is usually necessary to 1 cat. tb at·
t10n wi thin the 01101' in order to render aat1sfactoI')' service
thro hout the c1ty. Such sites shall be 1n or n r the
center of the buaine s district and under no oircumstances
w111 a s1t in the residential re be approve.
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that a field intensity survey be made over the area before any ground is purchased or leased.
In deciding on a location for the radio station, it
is wise to make two or three selections so that if one
location is not for sale or lease, another may be used.
This condition might easily arise-in fact, all locations
may be absolutely unobtainable in which case it would be
necessary to start over and make new selections.

Even

though a suitable location is available, it may be that
the person taking care of the financial end of the business would not see fit to pay the prices asked.

So it

is well to have at least two or three locations available.
Four possible locations for the transmitter and antenna were selected in the Rolla area.
on Plate 1.

These are shown

Their various advantages and disadvantages

will be discussed and a selection made to determine
which of the four positions would be most desirable.

No

attempt was made to ascertain whether or not the areas
were obtainable from the owners.
POSITION

ON~

(See Plates 1, 2, & 3)

This location is shown on Plate 1 in its geographical section in Missouri.

Plate 2 shmvs the topograph-

ical location, and Plate 3 shows the spot in relationship
to the city of Rolla.

To go to position one, proceed

east on Arkansas Avenue for one-half mile until the end

ROAD

MAP

OF

ROLLA

N

t

Scale 1"=ZOmi.

PLATE NO

AND VIC,lNITY
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of the street is reached.

The possible location of the

radio station and antenna is seventy-five yards east.

The

ground is a large field, going downhill to the east and
towards a small stream (the Burgher Branch of the Little
Dry Fork) which would serve to keep the ground damp in the
vicinity and thus provide better ground conductivity.
A survey of the ground contour from Plate 2 shows
that the base of the antenna would be at an elevation of
1060 ft. above sea level.

The city of Rolla has an eleva-

tion which varies for different sections of the city between 1100 and 1160 ft. (BMlI19).

As a result of this

condition, the ground wave from the transmitter would have
to travel uphill and also parts of the town would be in
radio shadow due to low intervening hills.

This would

probably not cause an objectionable decrease in field
strength in view of the short distance from Rolla to the
radio station (a matter of less than a mile).
POSITION TWO (See Plates 1, 2, & 3)
To get to position two, proceed due east on lOth St.
across the

st.

Louis and San Francisco Railroad tracks

until a point .9 mile east of the railroad is reacbed.
From this location, (the REA substation is located here)
proceed west 100 yds. and north 50 yds.
posed location of the radio station.

This is the pro-

Its geographical

section is ideal as far as the ground conductivity and
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elevation are concerned, since there is a stream nearby
which would serve to keep the ground moist.

Also, this

spot is the base of a broad, gently sloping valley which
runs generally from northwest to southeast.

There is

not too much wooded area present, which is advantageous
because wooded areas absorb t e radiated signal.

In

addition, the necessary power and telephone service are
available.

The location is easily accessible by auto-

mobile.
The disadvantage of this position is the nearness
to the electric awitching station of the "Show-Me" Power
Co.

This would cause some absorption of energy.

The

many power and telephone lines running nearby might also
absorb a prohibitive amount of power.
POSITION THREE (See Plates, I, 2, & 3)
Another possibility in the same valley with positions 1 and 2 is found by proceeding southeast from
Rolla on Sal

Road.

Follow Salem Road until highway 72

(Rolla and Salem Road) is reached.

At this point, turn

left towards Balam; go one-half miles to dirt road coming 1n from the left.

Here, turn left onto dirt road

and proceed .4 miles east (almost to the end of the road).
It will be noticed that this dirt road runs along
the edge of a broad valley (the same valley as mentioned
in positions 1 and 2) and a clear view for miles may be
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obtained to the north, east and northwest across the valley.

There is comparatively little of this area which is

wooded, and a stream flows in the bottom of the valley.
Position three has all the advantages of position two
with the addition of the fact that there is no substation
and power wiring nearby.

There is, however, the neces-

sary pole line to bring electric power to the station.
Also, there are telephone lines in the vicinity.
The main objection to this place is the fact that
it is on a dirt road, and a tew days of rain would make
the position more or less inaccessible.
POSITION FOUR (See Plates 1, 2, & 3)
This position is recommended as being the most suitable of the four possibilities for the location of a
radio station.

It has all the advantages of the other

locations and not such serious disadvantages.

It is not

near a power substation, and is certainly accessible in
all weather, since it is located on a concrete road
running right into Rolla.
The position is reached by proceeding south from
Rolla on U. S. highway 63.

After passing the intersec-

tion of highway 72 and 63, go south along U. S. highway
63 tor one and tour-tenths miles (see Plates 1, 2, & 3).
At this distance, a huge level area may be seen to the
left of the road, and also the markings of a small stream.
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One hundred feet to the left of the road at this point is
the suggested location of the radio station.

This spot

is not in the same valley as the previous locations (see
Plate 2) but is in another broad valley to the south of
Rolla.

The valley runs generally east and west and is

watered by the Deible Branch of the Little Dry Fork
Creek.

This stream will serve to keep the ground moist

and will thus increase the ground conductivity.

An examination of the contoured map of this area
shows that there is a slight rise between the two points
so that the city of Rolla would be in somewhat ot a
radio shadow.

The extent of this shadow is shown on

Plates 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.

The area, however, is general-

ly not wooded and slopes are gentle in all direotions tor
the better part of a mile.

These facts point this area

out as a good possible location.

Power is available in

the form of an REA distribution circuit, and telephone
lines are in the vicinity.
The elevation of the site for the transmitter and
antenna is 1096 ft.

In order to show the possible af-

fects of ground contour on the reoeption of signals in
Rolla, Plates 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 were drawn.

These curves

show the radio shadows which would result at five different locations in the city of Rolla.
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northeast corner. southwest corner and the southeast
corner.

In order to understand the curves, assume that

a straight line were drawn from the transmitter antenna
to each one of the points mentioned above.

Along any

one of these lines, assume that a vertical plane was
passed through both ends of the line and down into the
earth.

The curve, then, would represent the intersec-

tion of the earth's surface with the vertical plane.
Radio shadow, then, would be shown by drawing a straight
line on the plate from the top of the antenna (190 feet
above the ground) toward the point in question.

If the

line intersects any hills before reaching the receiver,
then the receiver is in radio shadow.

It is well to

investigate radio shadow because it cuts down on signal
strength.

While it is not nearly so important to ampli-

tude modulated broadcast stations as it is to frequency
modulated stations, it is well to keep shadow in mind
since it does affect the field intensity and the station
coverage.

At the short distance the transmitter is from

Rolla, it is not contemplated that the shadow will decrease the ground wave below a minimum of 5 to 10 millivolts per meter(10) over the most distant residential
(10) Federal Communications Commission, Standards
ot Good Engineering Practice Concerning Standard Broadcast Stations (550-1600 KG). p. 35.
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sections.
Let us consider also the other factors concerning
the proposed location.

The FCC specifies, as shown in

Table B (page 15), that the 250 watt station has an approximate radius of blanket area of 250 mv/m of .3 to
.5 mile.

If a circle is drawn around the suggested lo-

cation with a map radius of .5 mile, then the blanket
area is shown within.
on Plate 2.)

(Represented as a yellow circle

Specifications also allow a maximum of

one percent of the population in the blanket area.

A

visit to the transmitter location will prove in a short
time that les8 than one percent of the population of
Rolla is concentrated in the area.

Standing at the

spot, it is possible to see well over one-half mile in
any direction except southwest.

To the southwest the

ground falls away rapidly down to Wolf Creek.
area is heavily wooded.

This

In any other direction the

ground is open, with only a few scattered farm houses
on large farms visible.

The population of Rolla at the

present time (August 1947) is approximately 12000.
This is an estimate made by the city clerk, but it is
certainly more accurate than the 1940 census since so
many people ha e moved to Rolla since then.

One percent

of this is 120, and there can be little doubt that less
than this many people live in the blanket area.
Plate 9.)

(See
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PHOTOGRAPHS

OF

SELECTED

AREA

The above pictures were taken at the proposed
site of the broadcastine station. They provide a 350 0
panoramic view of the terrain.

PLATE

NO.9

Concerning danger to aircraft caused by the transmitting antenna, it should be mentioned that the nearest
airport is located on the opposite side of Rolla and at
a distance greater than four miles away.

The antenna

would be considerably higher than the surrounding objects
and it would be wise to contact the Civil Aeronautics
Administration in regard to their attitude conoerning the
location of the antenna.

The FCC always refers eaoh re-

quest for a station license to the CAA and, therefore,
time could be saved by contacting the CAA first.

Neces-

sary aircraft warning lights must be mounted on the antenna and it must also be properly painted.
As a matter of interest, construction was begun in
August 1947 on a commercial radio station, KTTR.

This

station is located in the same broad valley east of Rolla
as positions one, two and three.

(See Plate 2.)

The

motto of the station is "Keep Tuned To Rolla" and the
licensed power is 250 watts.

To go to the transmitter

location, drive southeast on Salem Road to Soest Road.
Turn left on Soest Road and proceed nine-tenths of a
mile.

The radio station is on the left side of the road,

in a large field, and about one-hundred yards from a
oreek bed.
While all the facts outlined above have their effect

on the antenna location, a quotation(ll) to illustrate

(11)

their importance is given:

"When making the final selec-

tion of a site, the need for a field intensity survey to
establish the exact conditions cannot be stressed too
strongly.

The selection of a proper site for a broadcast

station is an important engineering problem and can only
be done properly by experienoed radio engineers."
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Main BUilding and Associated Equipment
The location of the transmitter having been decided
upon, it next would be in order to determine the type and
construction of building to house the transmitter and associated equipment.

It would be advantageous to have the

studio located on the Missouri School of Mines campus and
the transmitter located at the place selected outside of
Rolla.

However, this method would mean considerable more

expense since there is little space on the MSM campus
which could be used for a radio studio.

Furthermore, a

communication line would have to be established between
the campus and the transmitter, and this would be expensive.

For the present, it is deemed best to locate

studios and transmitter at one place.

A disadvantage of

the common location is the fact that water and sewage
facilities are not readily available at the spot selected
for the station.

Power is available since the Missouri

ower and Light Co. has power lines within th ee hundred
feet of th

site.

There are telephone lines along the

highway so that necessary telephone connections and remote pickup could be utilized.

It is essential to have

good telephone connections so that programs in various
parts of Rolla or the Missouri School of Mines may be
pres nted.
As an illustration of remote pickup, suppose that

~l-

Dean Wilson of the School of Mines were making an address
in Parker Hall and that it was desired to broadcast this
speech so that a larger audience could be reached.

By

means of a portable amplifier, microphone, monitoring set
and cable, this speech could be fed into the telephone
lines and so to the studio.

Such a scheme could also be

used to broadcast from Norwood Hall, The Long Hotel,
Pennant Hotel, football stadium and the gymnasium.
ever, the telephone wire hookup is not always the

Howan~

r

to problems which arise; for instance, suppose the School
were running a golf match on the golf course.

In order

to present this to the public over the air, it can be
easily seen that telephone connections (in the immediate
vioinity of the golfers) would be out of the question.
A method of handling this situation has been worked out
by broadoasters somewhat similar to the following:

The

announcer walks around the golf oourse with the players,
carrying a portable microphone to which is attaohed a
oord forty or fifty feet long.

This cord terminates at

a small high-fr quency transmitter

hich is mounted in a

tractor.

The tractor follows along as the game pro-

gress s.

The low-power transmitter takes the sound re-

ceived by the microphone and transmits it by means of
high-frequency electromagnetic waves to a receiver whioh
is mounted at some convenient location near a telephone
line.

The receiver takes the signal, converts it to audi-

o-frequencies and sends it over the telephone line to the
studio where it is broadcasted on the standard broadcast
band.

The receiver is also used for monitoring purposes;

that is, an engineer listening in can tell whether the
microphone is too far away from the person doing the
talking, or too close, or whether too much extraneous
noise is being admitted to the circuit, etc.

Knowing

these things, the monitoring engineer has a separate
small high-frequency broadcasting set nearby so that he
can send instructions to the announcer at the site of the
game.

The announcer, of course, must have a receiver

mounted on his tractor to pick up the instructions.

To

prevent interference with the program being broadcast,
the announcer may wear a pair of headphones so that only
he may hear the instructions.

It should be mentioned at

this point that the method just illustrated has many
ramifications, and a large radio station would have many
pieces of equipment to take care of all the possible
needs which might appear.
Getting back to our Missouri School of Mines station,
no such

laborate equipment as outlined above is contem-

plated for the initial layout.

However, it is quite pos-

sible that as time progresses, funds become more available and a need exists, such changes could be made.
In the present design, various factors must be oonsidered, such as, space, noise level, reverberation in
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the studios, heating, ventilation, storage, test and
checking.

Each one of these must be considered in the

lie ht of funds available, how good a program it is intended to put on the air (that is, the fidelity of the
sounds) and the type of program.

If costs are cut so

far that programs do not sound properly, audience passive disinterest or even active opposition may result.

An example follows:

Suppose it is desired to broadcast

an octette of mixed voices from a small studio, not
properly sound-engineered.

The program might resemble

the same octette singing in a cave, with reverberations
and echoes from the sound being reflected back and forth
from the walls.

On the other hand, the same program

might sound muffled and lifeless over the radio if the
studio were too heavily sound-insulated such that there
was no reverberation.

A proper amount of reverberation

is required in order to provide true fidelity for the
listeners.

An interestin

explained by Tyler

(lZ)

sidelight on this matter is

and will be investigated later.

(12) K. S. Tyler, Modern Radio, N. Y., Harcourt,
Brace & Co., 238 pages, 1944.
In laying out the necessary plans for the building,
numerous factors must be kept in mind, such as, cost.
acoustic qualities. accessibility, maintenance. convenience. and personnel.

Certainly in most cases the cost
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is the most important factor, and in this design it 1s
desired to keep the cost at a minimum and still give
the proper satisfactory station operation as required
by law and also as expected of an engineering school in
Missouri.

In order to obtain the necessary standards

there is a certain minimum cost below which it is not
possible to go.

For instance, theoretically it would

be possible to establish a broadcast station in the
attic of the gymnasium.

However, due to building vi-

bration during basketball games, and when crowds are
entering or leaving the building, the location would be
extremely objectionable.

Again, the gymnasium would be

bad from the viewpoint of noise.

It would be diffioult

indeed to sound-insulate a radio station located in the
attic when a basketball game was in progress and the
crowd cheers!

(Such cheers have been heard three

blocks away.)
Therefore, a separat

building is almost a neces-

sity considering only the acoustics and vlbration factors.

Another possibility presents itsel , although it

hinges on many unoertainties concerning the future.

At

the present time (April, 1948) the Univarsi ty of Missouri has asked the State for an appropriation of
, 500,000 to build a new meohanical and electrical engineering building on the :Missouri School of Mines campus
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opposite Parker Hall.

It would be entirely possible to

request that a certain amount of space in this building
be allocated to radio studios.

(The transmitter itself

would still be at the location previously selected.)
Then, programs might be picked up directly from the
campus in these studios and transmitted at audio frequencies by wire to the radio station.
then take place on radio frequencies.

Broadcast would
Such an arrange-

ment would fit in nicely with the contemplated design
since the transmitter building would still be needed and
the studios located in the transmitter building would
still be available.

The studios could be used on occa-

sion of quick program changeovers from one studio to
another and also as test studios for setting up special
acoustical devices.

The making of background sounds for

dramatic programs requires time and experimentation in
advance.

The studios could be set aside for days or

weeks at a time to permit sound engineers to manufacture,
experiment with and make test runs on sound-producing
mechanisms.

Also, these same engineers could use the

space to make recordings of sounds to be used at a later
date.

The sounds would have to be made in a location

where proper equipment is at hand and also where proper
acoustics are available.
Regardless of whether or not space for additional
studios is available in the proposed engineering build-
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ing, the transmitter and adjoining studios will still be
required.

The general layout of the building, then,

would be as shown on Plate No. 10.

This building would

hOUEe the broadcast transmitter, studio equipment, turntables, office equipment, record racks, furnace, and
workshop furnishings.

Since the bUilding is located

several miles from rtolla, utilities are not immediately
available.

Power and light are present, as are the

telephone fac lities, but no water nor sewage disposal
arrangements are a t hand.
The building is to be made primarily of concrete
masonry blocks, since these are available in Rolla in
quantity and are not too costly.

The exterior will be

painted with a suitable white concrete paint.

The

blocks make a satisfactory substance for the walls in
that the appearance is pleasing, they are fireproof,
absorb a certain amount of noise, and furnish good heat
insulati

qualities.

The sound-absorbing qualities of

the concrete blocks are especially advantageous, since
in the building

ill be housed certain noise-producing

devices such as the oil burner furnace and the ventilating fan.

Both these units will generate noise and as a

result precautions must be exercised to see that the
noise and vibration does not reach any of the microphones or the transmitting or monitoring eqUipment.
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For the ventilating air ducts which will carry heated
air throughout the bUilding in winter, a sound baffle will
have to be installed to prevent sound waves traveling from
the fans to the studios and so to the microphones.

The

hot air ducts must be lined with fireproof sound absorbing
material.

The fan should also be mounted on cushioned

supports, to minimize the vibration being transmitted to
the floors and walls.

The same should be done to the oil

burner moving parts.

A proper vibration-absorbing mount-

ing will aid greatly to cut down unwanted noise.

Haydite

concrete blocks should be used for all interior walls
(i.e. between stUdios, between office and transmitter
room, to line the interior walls, etc.)

This brick has

good sound-absorbing qualities which make it fine for
sound-proofing but on the other hand it also tends to absorb moisture.

So in this case, it would be better to

use a different, more weather-resisting block for the external walls.
In order to provide the necessary running water, the
use of a well and installation of a deep-well pump is
anticipated.

Running water is almost a necessity in a

radio station and since no water utility is available
(the nearest would be Rolla, and it impractical to consider laying water pipe all the way to Rolla) it will
have to be provided for.

A "Crane-Line" jet pump and

water system is designed to do this job.

The combin-
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ation is known as the SJC-4 and consists of a pump, electric motor drive, and a storage tank.

A probable depth

from pump to draw-down water level is 80 ft.
per hour demand is expected.

A 245 gal.

These requirements call for

a double pipe jet pump, complete with 1/2 HP, 220 V, 60
cycle capacitor motor, weather protected, and 42 gallon
storage tank.

The equipment comes complete with an auto-

matio pressure switch so that when the pressure in the
tank drops below 20# per square inch, the motor starts.
It continues to run until a pressure of 40# per square
inch is available within the tank.

A wide differential

in starting and stopping pressures permits the pump to do
a lot of work at infrequent intervals, rather than a little work at frequent intervals.

The advantage of this

soheme is that the motor starts a fewer number of times
per day.

A large percentage of the motor wear occurs

during starting whioh requires a relatively large amount
of power.

s a result, frequent starting means shorter

life and larger eleotric bills.

Hence fewer starts per

day gives an advantage.
The well size required for the pump is 4" diameter
and a double pipe for the operation of the jet is needed.
AI" suction pipe, a 1" pressure pipe and a 1" disoharge
pipe will also be required.

The jet type pump is oper-

ated on the principle of forcing a jet of water down in-
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to the well below the draw-down water level.

This jet

lifts the water up the well pipe to a point which is within suction distance of a centrifugal pump.

Thus the pump

actually circulates a portion of the water through the
double pipe assembly and a portion of this water is drawn
off to the storage tank.

No priming is required, since

priming is automatically maintained.
The equipment, of course, must be ready to operate
in all kinds of weather.

A suitable installation would

consist of a small pump house located approximately fifty
feet south of the radio station.

The house would consist

merely of a frame covering for a pit.

The pit would be

ten feet deep and five feet square, walled with brick or
concrete.

The covering need only be a foot or two above

the ground level and would be provided only to keep out
snow, ice and rain and to keep people from falli g into
the pit.

A padlock would also be provided.

In the bot-

tom of the pit would be plaoed the pump and storage tank.
Suoh an installation would prevent freezin

in winter

time and would permi.t all--weather operation.

A ladder

would be placed permanently in the pit to permit inspection of the machinery.

Pipes would be placed under-ground

from the pump to the house, thus making the whole installation safe for year-round temperature changes.

Keeping the

pump away from the building will further minimize studio
noise.

Next to be considered is the septic tank and its associated parts.

Drainage from the house sewer system is

led through underground soil pipe to the septic tank.

A

good location for the tank is seventy-five feet east of
the building.

This places the tank well over one hundred

feet down grade from the pump so that no contamination of
the water supply should result.

The tank will be placed

entirely underground and is of three hundred gallon oapacity.

Since it requires clean ng only every five or ten

years, it may be completely covered.

If cleaning is re-

quired, the cover may be exposed and fasteners removed.
Operation of the sewage system may be understood by
reference to Plate No. 11.

Drainage from the building is

led to the tank through a pipe and admitted to the tank
in such a way that the surfaoe of the liquid is disturbed
as little as possible.

Bacteria form here on the surface

and digest the material in the tank.

The outflow is al-

so taken from beneath the surface for the same reason.
No ohemioals whatsoever are required.

The tank

0

erflow

is taken to a settling basin whioh merely consists of a
concrete tank.

Overflow from the settling basin is taken

through perforated fibre pipe, as shown on Plate No. 12,
and distributed throughout the soil.: LiquidS flow
through the pipes, seep through the joints and perforations, and are absorbed by the soil.

The pipes must be

laid on a proper down grade so that correot flow will re-
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sult.

Pipes should also be laid on a bed of gravel so

that liquid flow from the pipes to the ground will be
less impeded.

Soil from clogging the perforations will

also be prevented.
The fibre pipe is made in eight foot lengths and
should be laid twelve to eighteen inches below the
ground surface.

Approximately 250 feet of four inch pipe

should be placed underground to provide sUfficient drainage capacity.

The various pipes should be placed so that

if they are parallel, there is at least six feet between
them.

See Plate No. 12.
Pump, furnace fan, and lighting connections should

be made to one distribution transformer supplied by the
power company, the transmitter should have its own separate transformer.

This method will tend to minimize line

disturbances (and so the voltage regulation) when either
of the motors

star~up.

The layout of the interior of the transmitter building is important.

(See Plate No. 10)

In making the in-

itial sketch, it was decided to keep the cost down and
yet provide the minimum essentials necessary for the
problem at hand.

Two studios are shown, although the

station could be operated at reduced efficiency with but
one.

If only one is used, however, there would be no

opportunity to prepare a program in another studio while
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one studio is bei

used for broadcasting.

ith two

studios, it is far easier to handle a program changeover.
An example of this is as follows:

Suppose it was desired

to broadcast a male sextette from 4 to 4:15 in the afternoon and then change over to a soap box opera from 4:15
to 4:30 P.M.

The first listed program requires six sing-

ers with possibly a seventh man as announcer.

The sec-

ond program may require four people to take part in the
play.

With two studios, it would be a simple matter to

have each group assigned to one studio into which they
could come a few minutes before actual broadcast time and
prepare positions, make last minute corrections, etc.
With onl

one studio it would be necessary, at 4:15, to

hastily get the sextette out of the studio and the soap
box opera group into the stUdio, all without interrupting
the continuous flow of entertainment over the air.

Such

a rapid changeover would be conducive to mistakes and
poor arrangement of personnel around the microphone.

Par-

ticipants must be properly located with respect to the
microphone in order to get best program efficiency.
There is another factor to be considered and this is
the matter of auditionin.

The radio station operators

frequently wish to find out what a program is going to
sound like before actually sending it out over the air.
Therefore, at certain times during the day the studio
which is not being used coula be pressed into service for
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aUditioning purposes.
In the arrangement shown on Plate No. 10, a microphone is placed on the desk in front of the operator in
the transmitter room.

Then this microphone may be used

by the operator on duty for news broadcasts, and program
announcements in case the two studios are in use.

This

plan gives almost the equivalent of three studios.
For aUditioning, the operator would merely feed the
output of the studio microphone into a speech amplifier
and then to the aUditioning loudspeaker located in the
office.

This is done by means of a switch mounted on the

operator's console.

Whoever is checking the audition can

hear the program almost as it would sound if broadcasted
and picked up by a listener's receiver.

Also, at a fu-

ture date and if funds were available, a recorder could
be purchased and set up in the station and used for the
purpose of recording programs in advance of their times
of broadcast by means of the aUditioning studio.

For

larger stations with the bigger programs, a sound studio
(i.e. a studio devoted only to the production of'special
sound effects) is used and also storage space is available for the necessary sound-making machines.

These

rooms oould be eliminated in the case of this Missouri
School of Mines transmitter, however.
The reception room is simply provided for the personnel required on the radio programs.

Plate No. 13 shows
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a suggested floor design for the interior oonorete floors.
The reception room need have only a few pieces of furniture, a rug, and would be equipped with a loudspeaker so
that any program beine; transmitted would be heard.

The

reception room is rie;ht outside of the offic·e so that contact could be made immediately upon arrival and programs
checked.

Persons could then be given directions as to

which studio to use, proper positions around the microphone and other last minute instructions.
The foundation details ara shown on Plate No. 14
and it can readily be seen that the foundation is simple
in line with keeping costs down.

The foun.dation consists

of a cast concrete base to act as a supporting member on
all four side

of the bu.ilding upon which the concrete

blocks may be pI cede

This foundation must provide th

necessary footing to support the weight of the structure
and to prevent undue settling.

It also

s t e addition 1

purpose of keeping moisture out of the space under the
floor.

By placing drain tiles around the exterior of the

foundation, as shown in the plate, water will be kept from
seeping under the building in the volume occupied by the
cinders.

Failure to provide the drain tiles will aLmost

surely result i
To pro,,,ide

water collecting under the building.
l3.

pleasing but inexpensive floor for the

bull lng, concrete is again used.

Thi

time it is a one-

inch layer over the rough sub-floor, smoothly finished and
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with grooves cut i to it ina geometrical p ttern.

This

is sho n on Plate 13.

In the two studios rugs would be

placed on the floors.

The transmitter room would have

rubber strip mats placed on the floor in locations
most w lking occ

s.

ts

here

ould also be placed on the

floor around the transmitter for safety reasons.

The

office floor and reception room floor would need no rugs
wha tsoev ere
A few other necessities, in

ddition to those already

mentioned, would be required inside the building.

These

¥ould include the necessary light, he t, and water fittin s,
chairs, desk, piano, clothes raCk, table, pictures (decorative) and necessary equipment for the workshop.
The exterior of the building will be of concrete
blocks, painted
pose.

ith

'hite paint manufactured for the pur-

The National Concrete Masonry

ssociation

nd also

the Portland Cement Association both pUblish numerous brochures illustratin

what can be done

Some attractive designs may be
appearance of the bUilding.

ith concrete blocks.

orked out for the exterior

The design selected for the

issouri School of Uines station is called "Random Ashlar."
It is merely an arran ament of concrete blocks which is
attractive to the eye.

See Plate_No. 15.

Probably the most important room in the entire building is the transmitter room.

In t is spot would be the

transmitter itself, a monitor for checking the transmitter
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frequency, a cathod e ray oscilloscope for investigating
wave shapes, two turntables, a console and record rack.
Since the progran:s delivered over the air would
undoubtedly be mostly recorded, it is imperative that
proper space be provided for record storage.

This stor-

age space should be located in such a position that the
operator, seated between the two turntables, could swing
around and reach the racks with a minimum amount of
effort on his part.

This matter is important because the

operator 1/.'ill probably have to make many trips to the
racks each day.
The workshop might be considered as a separate room,
but in the case of this Missouri School of Mines radio
station, it would be better to consider the workshop as
a part of the transmitter room.

Any

repairs which need

be made on the transmitter, monitor, console or speech
amplifiers, could be made in a minimum of time and with
minimum effort by removing the apparatus to the workshop.
The workshop need not necessarily have walls around it,
since it could merely be a corner of the transmitter
room;

however, walls are included in this design because

again there may be noises in the workshop which should
be kept away from the transmitter and microphones.

At

this point it would be well to mention that before any
repairs or changes are made to the transmitter, it
would be imperative to study the F.C.C. rules and regula-
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tions concerning such matters as very definite restrictions
are imposed.
Returnine to the operator seated on a swivel chair
before the console, it can easily be seen that he must be
able to see what is Boing on in either or both studios.
Therefore, the operator is provided with a large double
plate glass window
console.

irr~ediately

in front of him above the

Looking through this window and across the hall

he can see throu.h the window of each studio and is able
to watch what is 130ine on.
sary signals.

He can also ;'3ive the neces-

This layout permits the use of only one

window per studio, one door per studio, and still gives
the operator complete control over the program personnel
with a minimum amount of effort.

It is highly desirable

to keep down the number and size of windows and doors in
the studios.
V~indows

Such devices are difficult to sound-insulate.

are more so than doors.

Sound waves striking glass

are reflected back and cause reverberation and in this way
tend to distort the program.
The human ear is accustomed to expect a certain
amount of rev erbera t ion, depend ing on the physical location of the sound source.

If the expected amount of

reverberation is not present, whether large or small, the
sound is distorted.

As an example, consider a person

calling to another person removed some distance inside a
tunnel.

The ear would expect and get a certain sound,
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"flavored" by that sound's passage through the tunnel.
If the same two people exchanged sounds outdoors, the ear
would receive, and expect to receive, a different signal
than that in the previous case.
would sound distorted.

Neither case, however,

In other words, distortion may be

consld red as a "variation" from what the ear expects to
hear.
To illustrate further, a sound heard out-of-doors in
an open area (no trees, buildings, etc.) would be heard
only once by a listener.

If objects such as walls were

properly placed in the area, the listener could hear the
sound twice;

that is, once when the original sound came

to his ears and once when it was reflected back.

Like-

wise, more walls properly placed in the area might produce
two or even more echos.

This phenomena is quite apparent

in mountainous country and is caused by sound waves
traveling between and being reflected by the mountains.
Consider now the case where the sound is reflected back
in such a manner that there is very little elapsed time
between the

ori~inal

sound and the echo.

no echo as such would be distiflguishable;

In this case,
however, the

original sound would certainly sound differently to the
ear than if tlJere was no sound reflection present.

This

time delay between the original sound and the echo is the
cause of reverberation effects.

It should not be called

distortion unless the effect is incorrect for the situation
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in hand;

tr'en it would defini tely be distortion.

The dictionary lists "reverberate" as "To send back,
as sound;

re-echo:

as sound or light."

v.i. to be driven back, or reflected,
So the time of

t~e

return of the

echo and the number of returns distinctly affects the
sound, and when an ear hears a sound with definite time
of reverberation and number of echos, then it immediately
connects that sound with a certain physical location.
A practical use is made of this principle in "manufactured" sounds.

Suppose in a soap box opera the script

calls for someone to speak from the interior of a tunnel.
This phenomena may be reproduced artifically by means or
the equipment shown on Plate No. 16.

Starting at the top

of the sheet, the sound source (someone speaking) is fed
into a microphone.

From here it is amplified in the speeoh

amplifier and then the energy takes two parallel paths one through wires to the mixer and the other through the
loudspeaker, sound chamber, microphone and then to t e
mixer.

The mixer combines the two signals and feeds them

on to the transmitter.

It can be seen that the sound

going throueh the air passage and traveling at roughly
one thousand feet per second is

oinD to arrive at the

mixer considerably out of phase with that sound going
through the wires and moving at a rate of approximately
186,000 miles per second.

Hence by using this apparatus

an echo effect is produced by havine; U.e "echo" arrive at
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the mixer slightly out of phase and lagging the energy
transmitted through the wires only.

Thus the output of

the mixer will sound as it is supposed to;

i.e. like

someone speaking from the interior of e tunnel.
Returning to the studio design, then, it can be seen
that some slight reverberation is desirable in the studio.
The walls should not absorb

~

the sound energy since the

ear knows from experience that words spoken indoors do
sound "indoors-ist..."

Therefore, unless some special sound

effects are needed, the program should sound as if it were
coming from a studio.

To achieve this end, the studio

should be lined with celotex on the walls and ceiling and
the floor should be carpeted.

The inside of the building

walls are already lined with Haydite brick and the combination would absorb a large enough percentage of the sound
waves to give good studio acoustical qualities.

One rela-

tively small double-glass window and a door would be sUfficient for the purposes desired.
In large broadcasting studios the sound engineers go
to a great deal of expense and trouble in order to get the
sounds exactly as they want them.

For instance, th ere is

one studio from which chain programs are broadcast.

The

studio consists of a stage from which the program originates, and seats for an audience in front of the stage.
Naturally, the people present in the audience will absorb
a great deal more of the sound waves produced than would
the empty chairs.

Therefore, in order to properly correct
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for a small audience in attendance, "acousti-vanes" are
mounted in the walls to the rear of the audience.
Plate No. 17.

See

These vanes are large, slightly curved

surfaces, several feet wide and reaching from the floor to
the

ceilin~.

They are pivoted about a vertical axis at

the center of the vane.

By means of a motor and control

mechanism, the vanes may be made parallel to the wall, in
•

which case the wall is completely concealed and sound waves
striking the vanes will be reflected.

Or, the vanes may be

turned perpendicular to the wall, so that sound waves pass
by the vanes and strike special sound-absorbing materials
purposely placed against

t~e

wall.

In this fashion, by

properly rotating the vanes, the proper amount of sound
reflection may be obtained to compensate for a small
audience.

That is, a small audience would require the

vanes to be almost completely open whereas a large audience
would require that th e vanes be almost entirely closed.
Sound engineers would make the proper settin.g'.

In this

same studio, no two walls are erected parallel to each
other.

This is done so as to minimize possibilities of

unwanted echo.
Concerning the external layout of the area, a driveway leading up from highway 56 leads to the main entrance.
A parking lot would be located immediately north of the
station and the dimensions of the lot would be approximately 50 ft. by 70 ft.

The driveway and parking lot would
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be cindered (cinder obtained from the School power plant)
and also other areas would be sodded.

Shrubbery and trees

would improve the appearance greatly but are not immediately
required and could be added as funds become available.
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TRANSMITTER AND ASSOCIATED EQUIfll.ENT
There are many manufacturers who make the necessary
broadcasting equipment for radio stations.

However, it

is necessary to choose certain types of equipment and the
choice is made as given below.

Of course, the prime fact-

or is that the equipment be built according to the high
standards of the Federal Communications Commission, as
otherwise no license to broadcast would be issued.

It is

entirely possible for an individual to build up a complete
transmitter himself, starting with the necessary tUbes,
condensers. wires, etc., but this is not the method used
today.

It is far better to purchase the equipment already

assembled and built according to FCC specifications than
it is to try to assemble a transmitter and then get the
assembly approved.

Approval takes time and any changes

required may become expensive.
A transmitter adapted to the use desired is the
Western Electric 451A-l which is marketed by the Graybar
Electric Co.

This transmitter is approximately 30" wide,

28" deep and 76" hieh and the shipping weight is approximately 1300 pounds.
No. 18.

A block diagram is shown on plate

Reference to this drawing shows that the trans-

mitter has high-level modulation and consists of a crystal
controlled oscillator with three stages of radio frequency
amplification.

The two intermediate stages. or buffer

stages, are introduced in order to separate the oscillator
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as far as possible from the antenna loading, which is
considered good practice since it results in less frequeney veriation under load.

The audio amplifier and

modulator stases are also shown.
The tubes required for the transmitting equipMent
are shown below:
Table C
VACUUM TUBE LIST (13)

(13)

Western Electric Radio Transmitting Equipment; Publication nlli~ber WECO-T 1752 C.

Q,uantity

~

Function

1

247 A

Oscillator

1

350 B

First R.F. Amplifier

1

312 A

Second R.F. Amplifier

6

242 C

Third R.F. Amplifier

1

350 B

First A.F. Amplifier

2

350 B

Second A.F. Amplifier

1

351 A

Feedback and Monitoring
Rectifier

1

301 A

Grid Bias Rectifier

2

249 B

PIa te and Screen Supply
Rectifiers
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The schematic diagram of the transmitting equipment is displayed on Plate No. 19.
To determine the

estern Electric code number of the

tubes shown on the schematic dia ram, see Table D.
The final stage of radio frequency amplification consists of six type 242-C tubes working together. (The tube
types are Western Electric designation and do not correspond to other commercial types of tUbes.)

The circuit

shows them in tv;,o sets of three tubes each.

The three

tubes of each set are connected in parallel and the two
sets are connected in push-pull.
permits a

~reater

The parallel arrangement

output than that from one tUbe;

in fact,

the power output varies directly as the number of tubes in
parallel.
output.

The push-pull circuit also provides an increased
In addition, it suppresses all the even harmonic

frequencies thus eliminating some of the objectionable
harmonics.

In other words, the six tubes placed in

parallel would provide the necessary output, but by adding
the push-pull arrangement, a suppression of some unwanted
frequencies

is also obtained.

A disadvantage, however,

of the push-pull circuit is that twice the grid voltage of
one tube is required.

This is not the case with parallel

operation.
Characteristics of the radio tubes used in t2is transmitting

equip~ent

may be seen by turnin

to Table, E.

This

table shows the 242-C tube as having an output rating of
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Table D (14)

(14)

Fran Western Electric Badio Trssmi tting Equipment
Publication No. WECO-T 17520. p. 6.

Des1f5D.ation

Western Electric
Code Number

V1

84U

V1A

550B

V2A

3lU

V 3.1 A.

U2C

V 3.2 A

242C

V 3.3 A

242C

V 4.1 A

2420

V 4.2 A

2420

V 4.3 .A.

2420

V5A

35lJ.

V6A

350B
j.

350B

V 7.2 A

350B

V 7.1

Unda~ed

*v a A.

27""

*V 9 Jl

249B

*V 10.

249B

*Rectitier tube. (not shown on wiring diagram)
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TABLE
TUBE

E

DATA

Transmi t ter

Average Cbbracteriatlca - Cla8f

Normal Operating Conditione

A.

Operatioll

Max.

Cathode
:-itr. or Fil.
Code

Name

Type

Class of
Operetion

Volts

dIUp.

10.0

3.25

B R-F Ampl.
jj.

Plate
Potential
Vol ta

Plate
Current
amps

Screen
Grid
Potentiel
Volts

Control
Grid
Biae
Volt~

1250

0.120

-90

135

0.0032

- 4.5

R-F
Grid
Current
.lUnpS

Povrer
Output
Watts

Max.
Plate
Plate
Dlss1pa- Potentiel
tion
Watts
Volts

50

100

Plate
Current
Amps

Ampl1-

Plat~

fication
Fae tor

Resistanca
Ohms

TransConductance
Y.lcromhos

1250

0.068

12.:5

3,5(1)

j600

135

0.0032

15.2

16.00')

<;140

Max. Peak
Inverse Anode
Voltage Volts

Max. Pea.k

Cool-

hDode Current

Ing

Classification

Z42C

Triode

T-F

:2474

Triode

H

2.0

1.6

24QB

rlectifier

O-F

2.5

7.5

7500

dir

Rh-~

jOlA

Rectifier

0-1

5.0

3.0

1800

air

Rf-Hg

jlL;,.

Pentode

T:"F

10.0

2.8

C H-F Amp1

;)008

Tetrode

H

6.3

1.6

B,it. Audio ..unpl.

35ll

riee tifier

H

6.3

1.0

Air

Rf-V

Audio

(SGM)

1250

0.050

400

0.085

5

0.037

*

-50
( lipprox~
-20

250

23

5

0.042

50

1000

0.050

1100

290,OC)

~OO

135

0.J021

1 .3

20,5(,J

G50

1000

From:
·Western Klectric Vacuum Tubes. General Bulletin.
Tabullir Characteristic De.ta and arrangement of
Terminal Connections. Issue 1, February 1, 1941.~

Key to Designations

H ; Heater Type Cathode
Hg .. iIlercury

o :; Oxide Coated
Rt .. Full lfa ve

Rh "" Half 'ltave

SGM
T
V

Grid Modutated
Thoriated Tungsten
High Vacuum

~ ~uppre8sor
~
~

0.500
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50 watts.

A rough check on the output obtainable from

the six tubes in parallel would be 6 x 50 = 300 watts output.

But the transmitter is only rated at 250 watts out-

put, showing a conservative rating.
Another advantage of the transmitter circuit shown
can be seen by tracing the output circuit of the final R.F.
amplifier to determine the destination of the flow of energy.
It can be seen that most of the R.F. energy flows to the
antenna;

however t a portion of it is brought back and fed

into tube V5A (a t;,'pe 35l-A full wave rectifier tube) which
acts as a feedback and monitorin

rectifier.

From the Radio

Amateur's Handbook (15), the explanation of this circuit is
(15)

given.

The Radio Amateur's Handbook.
edition t p. 65.

Twenty-first

A negative feedback condition is established such

that part of the amplified energy is fed back to the grid
circuit of the modulator out of phase with the original grid
excitation voltage.

This results in a condition known as

degeneration and causes less amplification through the
stages concerned.

But at the same time it also results in a

more uniform amplification of a wide band of frequencies,
and also minimizes any distortion which may be added by the
amplification stages.

An explanation of the degeneration

principle can best be understood by

e~~mi~ing

first the
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"regeneration" idea.
plate circuit

~s

the grid volta_e.

In this case, a voltage from the

fed back to the grid circuit in phase with
Thus any frequency which is amplified by

the stage will be further amplified by the feeding back of
energy from the plate to the grid circuit.

This

~eans

that

if the staue happens to amplify anyone particular frequency more than another, the situation will be aggravated.
In other words, regeneration results in a sharper resonance
curve (or more selectivity).

Conversely, a degeneration

causes a flatter resonance curve and less distortion.
because an,y

frequenG~r

vvhich may be amplified

y the stage

more than another will be fed back into the grid circuit
with a larger out-of-phase voltage
crimination offrequencies.
(10)

tendi~g

to reduce dis-

Frey (l~) also lists some

A. R. Frey, Foundamentals of Radio Communications
New York, Lonemans, Green and Co., 1944, PP 136139.

other advantages and disadvantages of degeneration.

An audio input level of +20db (referred to one milliwatt) is required for 100% modulation at a single audio
frequency.

The

udio input impedance is 600 ohms.

In the transmitter circuit shown (see Plate No. 19)
the V5A tube is a rectifier tube with two plates.

There-

fore, the small amount of energy returned to the tube from
the antenna coupling circuit is fed into two circuits;

one

circuit is the speech input circuit (for degenerative feedback) and the other is the monitor circuit.

It is important
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for operating personnel to know whether or not the station is actually on the air.

One almost-sure way of

determining this is to t· ke some of the r-f energy, feed
it back to a monitoring receiver and listen.

If the trans-

mitter is actually broadcasting, the sound should be heard
in the monitor.

However, if any of the sta es between the

microphone and the antenna are not functioning, the matter
would be instantly recognizable since no sound would come
from the monitor.

No assurance, however, is forthcoming

that the r-f energy is actually getting from the antenna
couplinc circuit to the antenna (although the possibilities
of trouble here are remote).

There will also be a monitor

of the frequency-monitoring type in which it is desired to
make certain that the transmitter is operating on the correct
frequency.
In accordance with the Federal Communications
Commission Rules and Re ulations, the operating power is
permitted to vary between 5% above authorized power to
10% below for short periods.

From the a bove it can be seen

that the power output must be held within limits.

This is

accomplished by proper transmitter design, incorporating
tubes which are applied conservatively within their ratings
and by using condensers, resistors, capacitors, transformers, inductances and connections which are larg.e enough
to prevent serious changes in power output due to temperature rise of the parts under operation.
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Another serious consideration affecting the power
output of the transmitter is the matter of station power
supply.

The

geo~raphical

loc'tion selected for the trans-

mitter pI ces it within the service
quarters at Licking, l\:issouri.

rea of REA with head-

A common d iffic ul ty with

rural power transmission lines is the variation of line
voltage at different tir.les duri'1g the day when widely
s eparat ed power load s are add ed to or taken from th e power
line.

Upon construction of the broadcasting station, in-

formation should be passed on to the power company engineers
so that provision could be made to furnish as constant a
voltage as possible under the conditions.

This would en-

tail, on the part of the public utility, installation of
power transformers and electric service wiring of relatively large size.

It would be advantageous, from the

sc ool's viewpoin , for the po
transfonmer for

t~e

~er

transmitter a

company to supply one
associated equipment

and another transformer for the pump, furnace, and lighting.

However, thi

l!oJOuld be a matter for the public

utility engineers to decide.

The transmitter specified is

supplied complete \d th its own voltage regulator, capable
of correcting the input voltage over the range from 205
to 244 volts.

This regulator, however, is manually oper-

ated and so would be of little use where rapid voltage
variations are encountered.

An automatic

volta~e

reeulat-

or could be purchased and installed but the advantages so
obtained would not be worth the expense required.

There
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would be little profit in holding the transmitter output
too constant.

As long as it is within F.C.C. specifica-

tions it will be satisfactory.
It would be advisable to consult

~ith

the telephone

company to make certain that they would be able to supply
the necessary telephone lines, leased wires, etc.

They

would, in all prob&bi1ity, also have somethir,£ to say concernin8 the matter of interference to their lines due to
the proximity of tre radio transmitter antenna.

No

serious objections, however, are anticipated on this score.
The requirements of the F.G.C. are such that both a
modulation monitor and a frequency deviation monitor are
required at the transmitter.

For a modu1a.tion monitor, a

General Radio Type 1931-A \'ou1e be used.

It consists

essentially of e radio receiver circuit, but the output
at audio frequencies is fed into a visible

monitori~g

arrangement which will indicat e the perc n tage of modulation of the transmitter carrier wave.

Naturally the per-

cent of modulation changes with the strength of the audible
sound fed into the microphone.

Therefore, the percenta· e

of modu1etion is usually chaneing continuously and a
means must be provided for tte radio operator to adjust
the microphone input so that the modulation percentage
over a period of time is correct.

To provide the visible

indication, the output of the monitor receiver circuit is
applied through the proper circuit to a neon bulb.

Since
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the neon bulb, glm\s only after the applied potential has
exceeded a fixed value, t 1e proper circuit constants may
b~

arranged in such a way that the bulb will flash at any

desired percentage of modulation.

For instnnce, suppose

it is desired that the bulb flash at eighty-five percent
modulation.
receiver is

Then, when the audio signal from the monitor
stron~

tion results.

enouch to flash the bulb, an indica-

The monitor is also equipped with the

equivalent of a v8cuum-tube voltmeter.
indicates on a

~eter

instant of time.

This combination

the percent of modulation at any

Since the modulation percentace is

continually changing, the meter needle is continally in
motion.

No accurate readings would, therefore, be possi-

ble if it were not for the fact that the meter needle 1s
fixed to move rapidly in the "increase"· di rection and
slo\Aily in the "decrease" direction.

Then the eye has a

chance to read the meter between upward movements of the
needle.

Arrangements are also made to read either posi-

tive or negative modulation peaks.

A relay is also pro-

vided so that in case of overmodulation an audible alaTIu
may be sounded or other indication used to call the
attention of the staff to the condition •.
The process of modulation of a radio frequency wave
is not necessarily a symmetrical one.

Due to faults in

the transmitter, or also due to an inherent capacity of
certain peoples voices, the positive modulation peaks may
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not be the same height as the negative peaks.

For this

reason, the modulation monitor is equipped with a throwover switcn so

t~at

he monitored.

Tbe i'1put of the modulation monitor must

either Iositive or negative peaks may

be coupled electromacnetically to tJl e output of the transmitter.

For further inforoation on this sUbject, see
(17 )
.
_,
(18 )
, T, e rtadlO .~~ateur s Handbook
starlin:::
, or
(17)

G.

~.

uterl:ins, The Radio .1anual, 3rd Ed.,

Hew York, D. Van Nostrand, 1938, pp. 390-392.
( 18)

The Radio A.:nateur's Handbook, 21st Ed., West
Hartfo.rd, Connecticut, "The American Radio
Relay Lea3ue" , 1944, pp. 117-120.
T

Wilson and Hornuns
( 19)

(19)

•

" i ~on and J. L. Hornune;, r ctic 1
Communication, 2nd. E:d., Pe
-Hill, 1943, pp. 634-635.

Another method of checking the modulation (and an
accurate one) is by means of a cathode-ray oscillograph.
Radio-frequency energ

from t e transmitter may be applied

to the cathode-ray oscilloscope and the reSUlting wave
pattern is visible on the screen.

Any modulation of the

carrier wave is immediately seen on the screen and the
percentage of mo ulation may be determined by measurements
of t e wave

hei~

t.

The advantage of this method is the

elimination of distortion and losses between the transmitter and indic tin
design.

instruillvnt due to receiver-circuit

The cathode-ray oscillosraph makes the radio
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frequency voltage variations themselves visible on the
screen.

Hence the advisability of having a cathode-ray

oscillolSraph available in the builctine; for the use of
the radio engineers.

There are also many other uses for

this device.
To insure th2t tne transmitter does not

de~ate

more

than the plus-or-minus twenty cycles per second allotted
by the F.G.C. from the correct frequency, a frequency
monitor is required.

This will be a General Radio Type

118l-A frequency deviation monitor.

Its function is to

indicate whether or not the transmitter is actually on its
assigned frequency and if not, how far the frequency is
from being correct.

Ree;ulations require tnat both an

audible and a visual indication be given.

As a result

the monitor has a meter for visual indication and has
connections for plugging in a headset to give audible
indica tion.

The met er reads directly in cycles per secoIrl

deviation both above and below the assigned frequency.
Essentially, the circuit consists of an accurate, temperature-controlled crystal generating a frequency which is
caused to beat against the output of the transmitter.

Any

resulting beat note will give an indication on the meter
and a sound in the earphones (if beat note is within the
audible range).

It is essential that great care be

utilized in the installation, handling, and calibration of
the frequency monitor since it will be used as a station
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standard for setting the frequency of the broadcast
transmitter.
Occasionally a check on the calibration of the frequency deviation should be made and a simple procedure
for this is given below.

There is a companJT in Kansas

Cit Jr which vlill make an accurate check of a transmitter
frequency by pickine up the radiated signal when the
transmitter is on the
interested
mitter.

~ersons

a~r.

Ttey will then notify the

of the exact frequency of the trans-

(This may be done by telephone, if desired).

At

that time, the frequency deviation monitor should indicate
the correct deviation (if any) for that frequency.

If the

indicated deviation is incorrect, an adjustment on the frequency deviation monitor is provided so that calibration
may be improved.
The monitor receives its radio frequency energy from
the transmitter b
as an aerial.

means of a short piece of wire extended

For use close to the transmitter, this is

probably all that will be required.
Sometimes it is desirable to make a test on the
operation of the modulator and transmitter circuits in the
folloving manner.

Programs from the studios, or elsewhere,

are fed into the Speech Input Equipment (described later)
and, after proper control and amplification, are passed on
to the transmitting equipment.

From the speech input equip-

ment, a connection is made to loud speakers so that the
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program may be heard by station personnel.

Also, some

of the output energy of the transmitter is returned,
rectified through tube V5A of the transmitting equipment
and this audio frequency energy may
operate a loudspeaker.

~hen

be used to

Hence by comparing the sound from

the loudspeaker coupled to the speech input equipment to
the sound from the loudspeaker coupled to the transmitter,
an accurate test may be rn.ede of the operation of the modulator and transffiitter stages.
v~estern

Electric 23C speech input equipment

ould

be used for controllin,s the flow of pov!er from the incoming program lines e.n d microphones to the transmitter.

By

referring to Plate No. 20, it can be seen that a total of
four program lines, eight microphones (or equivalent lowlevel output turntables), control room microphone and
monitoring facilities may be connected to the speech input
equipment.

The power required is 105 to 125 v. AC and also

12 v. DC for operating the relays and pilot light.
DC is not

brdinar~ly

The

available from the electric power

utility so the DC would have to be supplied from a rectifier.

A Western Electric KS-?593 rectifier

ill serve

the purpose.
By means of the speech input equipment, the outputs

from any four microphones (or less) may be mixed together
in the mixer along with the program supplied over one input program line.

An amplifier then builds the power up
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to the point where it is sufficient to excite the modulator circuit of the transmitter. (Later on in this discussion, a comparison of input End output impedances of
the various elements will be made and also computations
of pov'ier levels from the microphone or program line to
the transmitter).

The speech input equipment has a gain

of 96 db for microphone circuits and 64 db for program
line circuits.

The microphone impedances may be either

30 or 250 ohms and the program line impedance 600 ohms.
Controls on the operating panel permit adjustment
of the gain from each input circuit independently.

Pre-

amplifiers are provided only for the microphone circuits,
however, since the power level provided by the program
lines neeoono pre-amplifying.

The master gain control

permits the mixed signals to be adjusted to the required
power level.

The speech input equipment provides the

amount of flexibility' of circuit connection needed in
this radio station.

Anyone of the microphones (or a

maximum of four of them) may be connected to either of
the outgoing lines.

At the same time a monitoring ampli-

fier provides the necessary gain to feed some of the program energy to three (or less) loudspeakers for immediate
monitoring.

Monitoring may be carried on prior to placing

the program on the air or

hile it is being placed on the

air.
"Cuing" is even more important in radio broadcasting
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than it is in stage plays.

As an example, suppas e a

program were to be broadcast from Parker Hall at 7:00
P.M.

It is to follow a civic discussion from the studio

which is on the air from 6:45 to 7:00 P.M.

An operator

on duty at Parker Hall has to know precisely when to cue
in his program.

This is accomplished by means of a cuing

line which is simply another telephone line over which the
civic discussion is sent to the Parker Hall operator.
This man can tben hear when the preceding program is over
and so receives tte necessary information so that he can
connect in his own program.

He can also listen to his own

broadcast, if it is desirable.
The same ideas may be used for cuine programs originating right in the studios.

A performer about to begin

his broadcast may listen to the program preceding his over
a loudspeaker mounted in the studio.

In this way he can

hear the termination of the other broadcast and be prepared
to start his own.

An

electrical interlock automatically

disconnects t e studio loudspeaker immediately upon
energizing the studio microphones.

If this were not pro-

vided, the program bein2: sent out over the air would be
fed back into the microphone in which it originated causing a tremendous'howl.
avoided.

This condition must be carefully

The condition can sometimes be noticed in public

address systems where the microphone is too close to the
loud sp eak ers.
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Durin 0 auditionine, it may be necessary for the
studio operator to give instructions to a group in one of.
the studios.

This "talkback" feature is available by

merely pressing a switch on the speech input equi;>rnent.
The switch connects the control
loudspeaker in the studio.

roo~

microphone to the

This circuit is independent

from the transmitter.
A volume indicator meter is provided on the panel so
that the 0)erat0r may see the amount of energy being
passed to the transmitter.
It should be brought to mind that all programs will
not originate in the studios.

As a result, provision

must be rna de to take care of remot 9 pickups.

This entails

renting or leasing the necessary telephone lines and, in
addition, havinG available a remote speech input equipment.

This will be used by the remote operator to control

as well as amplify t e sound camino over his microphones
to a point where it is strong enough to be sent out over
the telephone wires.

A type 22

Vestern Electric portable

speech input equipment will be satisfactory.

Monitoring

on the spot by e1 ther headsets or loudspeaker is provi ded.
The set operates from an impedance of 30 ohms and should
feed into 150 or 600 ohms.

It also provides 92 db gain.

Either batteries may be used as a powe'!' supply or 110 v.,
60 cycle AC if available.

A large percentage of the programs broadcast over the
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air will be recordings.

Hence the need is apparent for

two Western Electric Type G 2 Deluxe Turntables.

Two

are required since it is necessary for the operator to
be settin3 up machine No.2 while No.1 is playine.
turntables

~ill

These

fit in nicely with the speech input equip-

ment since they may be fed in and amplified the same as
any program over the microphones.

Provisions are also

available for

fadi~g

in or out and also mixing the recorded

pra~rams wit~

announcements over the control room micro-

phone.
With the turntables must go a fairly complete set of
recordings and also a place to keep them.
are available for this purpose.

File cabinets

The records should in-

clude both popular, semi-popular, chamber music, dinner
music, string quartets and classical numbers.

It would

be convenient also to have a record cutter available in
the studio so that transcriptions could be made of programs and then broad casted at some time in the future.
No such

equip~ent

is contemplated ho ever

for the pre-

sent installation.
There will be three Western Electric Type 633-A
microphones and also three Western Electric Type n39-A
microphones required complete with the necessary stands,
cable and attachments.

The first type is somewhat

directional in nature, while this feature may be accentuated by means of a separate baffle attachment.

The
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second type of microphone has a much flatter frequency
response curve from 40 to 12,000 cycles per second and
also has controlled directivity.

By means of a switch on

the microphone itself, the directivity pattern may be adjusted to anyone of six patterns.
flexibility of installation.

This

~ermitG

great

Of course, this microphone

costs more also.
The type 639-B microphone is made to be used with
amplifiers

~aving

input impedances from 25 to 50 ohms.

The type 633-A has an output impedance of 20±2 ohms.
Three Western Electric type 755-A loudspeakers will
be required.

One of these will be mounted in the control

room, another in studio A and
room.

t~e

third in the reception

This will permit the necessary monitoring.

Speakers may be switched on or off at will by the oontrol
room operator.
A check on impedance matching from the microphones
to the transmitter yields the following results:
Microphone to speech input equipment 20 ohms into 30 ohms.

Satisfactory.

Microphone to portable speech input equipment 20 ohms into 30 ohms.

Satisfactory.

Speech input equipment to transmitter 600 ohms into 600 ohms.

Satis~actory.

Portable speech input equipment to speech input
Equipment 600 ohms into 600 ohms.

Satisfactory
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Speech input equipment to loudspeakers 750 ohms into 12 ohms.

Unsatisfactory.

(A traneormer would have to be used here for
impedance matching purposes.)
Computations of power levels throuehout the station
equipment from microphone to transmitter (20) are shown
(20)

A. R. Valson and J. L. Hornung, Practical

RaClio CommulJ.ication, New York, 1~cGraw-Hill,
1943, pp. 30-31, 110 and 509-515.

R. S. ~laS30w, Principles of Radio Enoineer~
in~, 1st Ed., New York, KcGraw-Hi11 , 1935,
pp. 172-177.
E. E. Everitt, Communication Enfineering, 2nd
Ed., KcGraw-Hil1, 1937, p. 22 and pp. 101-105.
below.
It is essential that sufficient amplifying power be
available between the microphones and the antenna in the
tube stages provided;

a calculation of this will be shown.

The "decibel" (db) which is a logarithmic ratio between
power output Dnd power input will be used.
db = 10 loglO P z

q

Where db = Decibel
P2

= Power

output (of a stage, device, or

several stages).
P l = Power input.
log

l0

= Logarithm
base ten.

of the ratio taken ta the
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Positive values of db indicate a gain through the
sta3e

~hile

negative values indicate a loss.
DY!~MlIC

TYPE 633A

MICROPHONE

Power output level of microphone (vihen terminated by a
resistance of PO ohms) is -55 dbm. (21)
(21)

"db.:n" represents a decibel rating referred to
one mi lliv.'8.t t as referenc e 1 evel; 10 dynes/sq.
cm. sound pressure.
J)lj:.J·.~I::

TYl)E 63gB COIC3I1'U.TION

AND VELOCITY ,,;ICROPHONE

Power output level of rr.icrophone (v,'hen ter.'1linated by an impedance of 25 to 50 ohms) is -56 dbm.

Gain 96 db through microphone channela.
program line channels.

GQin 54 db through

MonitJr gain 18 db above that of

line amplifier.
TYPE 22D PORTABLE SPE]):jH INPUT EQ.UIPMENT
Maxim~~

gain of approximately 92 db.
TYPE 755A LOUDSPEAKER

Power handling capacity 8 watts continuous.

Input level +20 dhm for 100% modulation.
Start in,s with the power output of the weaker microphone,· (neglecting line losses) the power may be b uilt up
to a maximum of -56 + 92

= +36

db

~hich

is ample to pro-

vide 100% modulation for the transmitter.

Converting
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this to watts, (v.:ith 1 milliwatt as 0 db level) it beco:nes:
36 = 10 10 810
3.6 = 10 10glO
3980 =

P2
1

rrNJ

P2
1

P2

,-

p = 3980 milliwatts or 3.98 watts
maximum available to drive the transmitter.
1!':'hereas the amount required

b~T

the transmitter is

only
20 = 10 10glO
2

=.

100 =

10glO

P2
1
Pz

--r

P2
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P2 = 100 milliwatts or .1 watt.
Therefore it cen be seen that ample power is available.

For the portable speech input equipment, its out-

put 1.'vould be fed over a telephone line having relatively
large attenuation.

However, when the proGram reaches

the stution, it is a;:ain aru.plified by the:)ermunent speech
input

equip~8nt,

so no trouble is anticipated here.

Now to examine the audio station monitoring equipment.

The output of the monitorin8 amplifier of the

speech input equipment is given as 2.5 watts.

The loud-

speakers are rated at 8 watts maximum (each of three)
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speakers).

This is believed to be a satisfactory ar-

ran~ement

since it will not be neCeSS8TJ' to operate the

loudspeakers at their maximum ratings.

However, if suf-

ficient drive is not available, it would be a simple
matter at a later date to add an additional stage or two
of audio amplification to the loudspeaker input circuit.
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Since a location for the antenna has already been
decided upon (see previous c'1apter) it

~\ould

deterrdne the capabilities of the antennu.

be wise to
There are many

vuriubles 'Ahich enter into the calculation of an antenna's
output, so thut calculated results are likely to be in
error.

However, they 1;v1 11 not be so far in error as to

give false impressions of the coverage.

Field strengths

at various dist&TIces from the transmitting antennas will
be calculated and tabulated.

Whether these values will be

sufficient to provide the listener with radio programs will
depend on many factors, althouzh opinions have been expressed on this point.
(22)

Eckersley (22) in Great Britain

P. P. Eckersley. The Calculation of the Service
Area of Broadcast Stations. Froc. 1 R.E., July
1930, pp. 1102.

reco~~ends

a minimum of 2.5 mv/m for rural areas during

the summer.

The F.C.C. reco~~ends 0.5 mv/m as a signal

strength satisfactory to be heard over noise levels in
towns of up to 2,500 population.

For 2,500 to 10,000 popu-

lation, a figure of 2.0 mv/m is given.
~~ether

a signal strength will be adequate for the

listener is going to depend on many factors;

i.e.

the

amount of static present, the amount of man-made interference, the acuteness of hearing of the individual listener,
and the quality of the receiver.

The requirements for a
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rural area would be much less than those for a city.
The antenna to be used
tower, guyed and insulated.

~il1

be a Blaw-Knox 190'

See Plate No. 21.

The
( 23)

matter of insulation to ground is discussed by Morrison

(23)

J.F. Morrison and P.E. Smith. The Shunt
Excited lmtenna. Prac. 1 R.E., vol. 25, No.5,
June 1937, pp. 573-696.

If the antenna is insulnted, it means that greater expense
of installation is required, since a strong insulator
supportin/S the vJei,?;ht of the antenna would be needed.

Also

the necessary filter would be required in the antenna lighting circuit, since it vould be necessary to keep the
antenna R-F from following the wires to ground.
would also be requi red a

lightni~

There

discharge gap and pro-

tection for the transmitter against any static electricity
coming back from the antenna&ong the antenna feeder to
the transmitter.
A grounded antenna eliminates all the above, and in
addition is thought to radiate as much energy as the ungrounded type.

Tests have been made on a Detroit broad-

casting station ":ith satisfactory results.

A special

connection, however, is required for the grounded type in
that the feeder taps onto the antenna at some distance above
the ground.

(With the other type, the feeder is attached

to the bottom).
circuit also.

A series condenser is placed in the feeder
The height of connection to the antenna is
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determined to correspond to the impedance of the transmission line.
For the installation in mind, it is thought wise to
use a more time-tested method and therefore the insulated
antenna will be specified.

This is no condemnation of the

shunt-fed antenna, however, and it IDay easily be that in
the future some enterprising M. S.~l.

en~ineers

may desire

to run comparative tests on the t':,o types.
There is also the decision required as to whether
the antenna will be cuyed or self-supporting.

The guy

wires, even though properly broken up with insulators,
still will absorc some of the energy and decrease the
effective radiation.

Discussion of this matter with radio

station owners leads to the conclusion that the slight
amount of energy saved is not worth the additional expense
required to install a self-supporting antenna.

Therefore

the guyed, insulated antenna is decided upon.
This being a class IV station (24), the minimum
(24)

Class IV stations are defined in part as those
which "operate on local channels normally
renderin~ priffiary service only to a city or
town and - the suburban and rural areas contie;uous
thereto v:i th powers not less than 0.1 K'N or
IDore than 0.25 KW.

height of antenna is 150 feet or a minimum effective
field in tensity of 75 mv/m for 250 watts.

At 1250 kc,

the minimum height is 150 feet (it beco:nes greater as the
frequency decreases).

The antenna height decided upon,
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190 feet, is therefore on the conservative side of the
figure quoted above.

It is advantageous, since the antenna

will not be very high, to keep it under 200 feet.

The

reason is that the antenna must be properly safeguarded at
nieht with red lights to prevent airplane accidents.
requirements for

li~hting

are more

stri~gent

The

(and therefore

more expense is involved) above 200 feet antenna height.
Hence it is desirable to be on the low side of 200 feet.
It

~'ill

probably be easier, too, to obtain approval from

the C.A.A. if a low antenna is used.

The

li~hting

require-

ments call for two electric lamps, red, mounted on top of
the antenna and also two lamps placed one-third the way
up, and two lamps placed two-thirds of the way up.
lamps are not of the flashing type.

The

A time switch will

be required to turn the lights on at sunset and off at sunrise.
The actual calculation of probable field strengths at
various geographical locations may be made in several
different manners.
ferent

met~ods.

Various authors have worked out dif-

Four methods will be shown.

The calcula-

tions depend on how many of the many variables which are
encountered are to be considered.

For instance, the

antenna is said to radiate both a ground wave and a sky
wave.

The ground wave travels outward along the surface

of the earth, being gradually attenuated due to the earth
being a poor conductor.

Actual currents are generated in
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the ground, which means a power loss to the wave.
the wave is attenuated.

Henoe

The amount of attenuation

increases as the frequency increases;

in other words,

signals sent out above 500 meters in wavelength travel for
hundreds and even thousands of miles along the earth's surface and are stlll receivable, while short-wave radio has
only a short ground-wave which usually fades out well below 100 miles away.
The sky wave, however, has practically no attenuation.
It simply is sent up from the antenna and is reflected
from the ionized layers back to the earth.

Reflection

may take place several times bet\ een the earth and ionized
layers as the wave moves along.
Since the ground wave and not the sky wave will be
relied on to provide the listener's radios with proper
excitation, efforts will be confined to calculations of
the ground

v~ve

only.

It is a well-known fact that radio

waves travel better over sea water than land, but fitting
this fact and others to a mathematical formula may become
somewhat complicated.
Missouri terrain.
would be expected.

Consider a wave traveling over

In populated districts, much attenuation
Over the hills and valleys and wooded

sections, the attenuation would also be high, but it
would vary with the change in altitude. the density of
forestation, number of ravines, brooks, etc.
An interesting sidelight on the

~tter

of attenuation
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of e radio wave as it passed over rough country was
explained by an ensineer of the British Broadcasting
Company.

The comp::my was runnin,:

~'3OI'1e

fi eld strength

tests and comparing them vdth calculated data.

During

the tests, at a certain distance from the transmitter,
they set a receiver in a ravine which ran radially out
from the transmitter.
cally negligible.

The signal received was practi-

They then placed the receiver in a

similar ravine at another place nearby, but at the same
distance from the transmitter.

This ravine now ran in

a direction perpenJicular to the first:

that is, its

direction was tungent to a circle drawn through the point
with the transmitter antenna as a center.
no'!'! ""'c:ve a signal

s~rength

The receiver

almost as good as if the

receiver had not been in the ravine.
Radio waves are

ass~med

to penetrate the ground to

a depth from 10 feet to approximately 50 feet, depending on

ound conductivity.

Radio waves will even pene-

trate sea water a few feet, so that it is possible for a
submarine to receive radio sienals even thoueh the submarine is completely SUbmerged.
high, however.

The wave attenuation is

Conversely, the submarine could also send

out waves which might be heard a few miles away.

All of

which is brought out to show that minor irregularities in
the earth's surface would have little effect on a radio
wave:

rather, the major irregUlarities in height and the
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conductivity of the ground would cause the attenuation.
To show variation of the ground conductivity

through~

out the United states, an F.C.C. chart givin8 these values
is included.

Plat e No. 22 reveals the fact that central

li.issouri has a ground conductivity of 3 x 10 -14 emu.
The northern part of the state has a value of 15 x 10 -14
emu. and the southern part (including Rolla) a value of
4 x 10 -14 emu.

The formulas and calculations which follow are applications of ground wave field strength calculations to the
state of Missouri.

The const&nts used in each method are

given and sample calculations, where applicable, are shown.
No calculations are made on the sky wave, since this wave
is too inconsistent for good reception.

The ground wave

may be relied on to provide fairly constant values regardless of daytime or nighttime, winter or summer.

The sky

wave varies considerably (as to the point where it returns
to the earth) throughout the day and also varies with the
season.

Vfuile it is true at times that radio stations are

heard hundreds of miles away, nevertheless this is the
exception rather than the rule.

The exception cannot be

counted on in this case to furnish consistent radio coverage.
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Federal Telephone and Radio Corporations' Methog

(25)

Fed era1 Telephone and Radio Corporation,
Reference Data for Radio Engineers. pp 224226, 1947.

(25)

The formula (greatly simplified) for the ground
wave field intensity is given as
E

= 150 l'p...

Where

Pt =

milli vol ts pe,r meter at 1 mile

[1

Transmitter ou tput power in kilowatts.

E = Field intensity in millivolts per meter.
This formula is considered as typical for wel1desisned stations with a vertical antenna length of .15
to .25 A.
The 190' antenna to be used with the M.S.M. station
would have an antenna length of
190
240 :x 3.281
~~ere

=

.241 A

= antenna height in feet.
3.281 = conversion factor - convert
190

meters

to feet.
240 =

The wavelength corresponding to 1250
kc. (the assumed freQuency of the
transmitter) •

Substituting in equation
E

=

150 '.250

=

150 x .5

=

[lJ

above,

75 millivolts per meter at one mile.

J
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This calculetion, then, gives the field intensity at one
mile from the antenna or the inverse-distance field.

To

determine the field strength for other distsnces, it 1s
necessary to use the sraphs given in the reference book (26)
(26)

Ibid.

Of the eraphs shown, that which most nearly coincides with
the conditions in central Missouri is that

sho~~

for poor

earth, where CS' is 2 x 10 -14 emu. and E is 5 esu.

cr = Ground

conducti vi ty in electromagnetic

units.
E

=

Dielectric constant of

t~e

ground in

electrostatic units.
The graph is calculated on the basis of a field strength of
186 millivolts per meter at one mile.

Therefore all values

taken from the graph must be corrected by a factor
.

75

185

to

take into account the decreased power of the station.
Sample calculation.
To determine the field strength 5 miles from the
antenna, read t'1e 'jraph at th e "5 mile" mark.

This coin-

cides with a field strength (for 1250 kc) of 10,000
mivrovolts per meter (or 10 millivolts/meter).

Applying

the correction factor, the following is obtained.
75

I86

x 10

= 4.03

mv/meter

See Table F for other calculated values using this method.

Norton's Uethod

( 27)

K. A. Norton, The Calculation of Ground ,·'t~ -~O·

(27)

Field Intensity Over A Finitely Conducting---'-~
Spherical Earth. Proc. 1 R.E., Dec. 1941,
Vol. 25, pp. 623-639

To go into the calculation of field strength a bit
more thoroughly, cognizance must be taken of several more
factors.

A wave, radiated from an antenna completely

isolated in space, permits relatively simple field intensity

calculatio~s.

A wave, traveling over a perfect

ground, may offer more difficulty of solution.

To investi-

gate the strength of a wave traveling over a finitely conducting spherical earth (not a perfect conductor) is more
complicated.

The ground wave travels through both the air

and the ground, and at different velocities in each.

It

is attenuated more as it passes through the ground than
through the air.

The ground wave not only travels along

the ground, but since "the transmittin a antenna is usually
hi~h

in

t~e

air part of the wave is sent down to the

ground where it is reflected back up to the receiving
anten:la.

This reflected portion is called the "ground-

reflected" wave.

That portion traveling through the air

directly from the transmitter antenna to the receiving
antenna is the "direct-wave", and that portion traveline
along the junction of the two media is known as the "surface wave".

All three comhined make up the ground wave,

as distinguished from the sky wave.
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The complete formula given by Norton for field
strength calculations at short distances over a plane
earth follows:
E

:0

c

(cos3'flJ2JrrJ.,6. + R cos 3 f2e i

+ (l-R)j(P.B)

Where

cos

2Jrr2~

2",,;(2'(r2/~ + +~ ]

]; =

Field intensity in millivolts per meter

E0 =

Free-~opac

2

e field intensity at unit distance

in millivolts/meter
i =

Fl

d = See Plate No. 23.

E'xpressed in miles.

rl= See Plate No. 23.

Expressed in miles.

r2= See Plate No. 23.

.Bxp ressed in mil es.

( 28) h = See Plate No. 23.
l
(28 )
h 2 = See Plate No. 23.

Expressed in miles.

(28)

Expressed in miles.

Heights are measured from the average level of
the terrain to the midpoint of the antenna.

'/'1

= See Plate No. 23.

'f2

= See Plate No. 23.

A = Wavelenc:th expressed in miles.
In formula

[21, the first term on

brackets is the "direct wave";
"ground-reflected" wave;
wave".
wave."

t~e

right insi d e the

the second term is the

and the third term is the "surface-

The first tv-:o toeether ure knm\n

9S

tl!e "space-
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Also:

tan

VI

p

d

~J

hI + h Z

[4]

'-'

=

tan '1'2

R

- hI)
= hI

d

=

( ct l + qZ)
2p
(ql + q2)
2p

= 1(r 2

~

ql ,'-'')

x

i (7f/4-b/Z)

e

i ("/4-b/Z)

- 1

(6)
(7)

2b"-b'

=

21f' h l. 2

r

Ji

f3]

cos 2b"
cos b'

A

X

10 10 (1' emu

1.79731

(9)

fmc

tan b' =(~ -cos 2 .,z)

Ix

O-oJ
(1~

tan btl = C/x
R

=

JrF:l) =

[51

+ 1

cos 2b"
x cos b'

=

=

e

ql + q2
2p
ql + qz
2p

e
e

i (11/4-b/Z)

-1
i (,,4-b/2)

(12]

+1

4 J (~Jb)
( l-R)

[13J

Where p = Sommerfeld's "numerical distance"
P,B,Y,x,b",b',b = Parameters

cr

ql

= Numerical transmitting antenna height

q2

= Numerical receiving antenna height

emu

= Ground conductivity expressed in
electromagnetic units.

EXPLANATION
Or CONSTANTS FOR
FIELD INTENSITY CALCULATIONS

hI - Transm itting antenna height
h2,.- Recel vjng antenna helg h't

1-

d

PLATE NO. 23

~l
I

I-'

o

N
I
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~

= Dielectric constant of the ground
referred to air as unity.

R

= Plane wave reflection coefficient of the
ground.

For di stanc es of less than
la is satisfactory.

50
(fmc)1/3

miles the ab ov e formu-

This amounts to distances less than

45 miles from the transmi tting ant enna.
A calcule..tion ",.:il1 be made first using the given formu-

la, ane then a simpler e:rapbical solution will be used to
complete tbe column of data in Table F •
.Earlier in this chapter a value of ground conductivity
was determined as:
(j = 4 x 10- 14 emu.

From "Reference Data for Radio Engineers" (29) is
(29)

Ope cit. pp. 224

obtained. the dielectric constant of the ground as:
~

= 10 esu.

Given a wavelength of 240 meters corresponding to a
frequency of 1,250 kc, and assumin. antenna heights as shown,
)..

=

240 x 3.281 = .149 mL
5280

= 190

= .0180 mi.

= 40

= .00379 mL

2 x 5280
2 x 5280

d

=

5

mL
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tan ~1

111
cos 11
r

hl - h2

=
=

.00285

=

00 10 '

=

1

=

1

=

.0180 -.00379
5

5

d

Y1

cos

T""

5
hl +

=

tan 12

=

d

.0180 + .00379
5

hZ

d

.00436

=

'1'2 = 0° 15'
cos

f2 = 1
= 5

d

r2 =

-r

cosf2

= 5

x

1.79731 x 10

=

cos b'
tan b"

57.5,

=

.1564

=

8° 54'

= .9879
= • =
x

10 - 1 2
57.5

10
57.5

= .174
b" = 9° 52 t
cos

b" "" .9852
b = 2b"

=

14
x 10 15 x 4 x 10- .
1.25

= (~_cos2 1'2) x =

tan b t

= 1.79731

fMc.

=

b'

15

b'

10° 50'

=

18° 104 t - 8 0 54 t

=

9

57':5
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2 T(h,
)..

2 b"J"12

[

X

COS
COS

:::

5'

::: .0995

q2 ::: 2 Tfhz

A

[

2

bit
x cos b'
C08

.

3~·:::

2

T .00379 [
.149

.9852 2
11 / 2
57.5 x .9879]

::: .0210

2 b"
X cos b'

p :::

008

11'5

:::

.149

57.5

X

.9879

::: 1.802

[1~,

From

R

e

.099 + .0208
2 x 1.802

•

.099 + .0208
2 x 1.802

e

i("/4 _ 10 0 51')
2

- 1

i (.,,/4 - 10°51')
2

+ 1

• -.95

From the graph provided by Norton and for values of
p and b as calculated above, we obtain as a value of
/(P,b):
( p , b ) ::: • 24 x 1.802 ::: .432

/

But from

[13],

j(P,B)

=
=

4

f(T~b}

(l-R

=

4 x .432 2
-.95)}

[1 -(

.454

Also from the graph provided we obtain

.t

=

118 0

f .
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Eo yet remains to be determined.
Eo

=

This is given as

97.3 for a vertical quarter-wave antenna at the sur-

face of a perfectly conductin
of energy radinted.

earth, with one kilowatt

To correct this to a value corres-

ponding to 250 watts radiated energy instead of one thousand watts, we have

= t':'25O

{i. 000

Eo 1000
E0

250

= .5 x 97.3 = 48.65 millivolts/meter
1""

Substituting in formula (~,
E

3

= 48.65
5

1

{

i21133.5

3
+ (-.95)

11
[1 - (- • 9 5 }J • 454

+
~

e

1

e

12133.5

12e i

(2133.5+118

8.61 mv/meter at 5 miles

Graphical Soluction by Norton's

~ethod

=

From previous calculations we bad the fact that
d

cos

f;,

SUbstituting in equation
d

7(

P =

cos

A

t' 2

-----

[61,
9

cos"" b"
x cos b t

Solving for d,
d

=

p A x cos b'
1'( cos 2 b"

cos

k

0

)1
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Then let p

=1

and solve for d (To obtain the value of

d corresponding to p
d ==

~

1)

1 x .149 x 57.4 x .9879 x 1 x 240 x 3.281
1T .9851 2
5280

d = 18.6 x 240 x 3.281
5280
Next, calculate

2 Eo

2.78 miles

==

and draw a straight line on a

~

piece of log-log graph paper as

sho~m

on Plate No. 24.

This is the inverse distance line.

=

2

x 48.65
d

= 97.30
d

Insert various values of d (widely separated) in the
above formula to plot the straight line.

To obtain the

field intensity vs. distances less than 45 miles, place
the sheet over the curve provided, move it horizontally
until 2.8 miles corresponds with p = 1, and vertically
until the two inverse distance lines coincide.
the curve corresponding to b = 10 0 50'.

Then trace

See Plate No. 24

for the curve thus obtained for Rolla and vicinity.
At distances greater than 45 miles, account must be
taken of the curvature of the earth.

This is done by means

of ourves given in the reference.
A oonstant K must first be calculated.
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1Nhere K

=A

parameter

k = A constant (4) due to refraction of
3

radio vvaves caused by decrease of the
refractive index of the air with height.
a = Radius of the earth
K

=

.126

Also

Where

~

= A parameter,

o

110 = .00621
Also
~ (Fro!:l ref erenee)

=

1. 52

~o = A parameter

Where

l (From graph provided) =

.0011

Where I' = A parameter
Then

E(

h

,

=2)

d(lt'=2)=

2 E

0

no ¥

= .000665

Po

=

2

= 212

flo

=

97 • 3

x • 00621 x • 0011

mv/meter
2

1. 52 x .00fSl21

miles

The distance of 212 miles is then plotted (see small
circle on Plate No. 24) and sheet is then placed over the
reference curve.

The curve corresponding to K = .126 is

traced.
Data taken from the curve of Plate No. 24 is shown in
Table F.
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-110Terman's Method (30)
(30)

F.E. Terman, .adio Engineers' Handbook, 1st Ed.
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1943. pp. 674- 82.

This method makes use of the same ideas put forth in
preceding paragraphs, but is somewhat

sin~lified.

Some of

the same constants are used, and where applicable data will
be used

has slready been calculated.

~hich

=

2 Eo

A

d

Vfuere Esu = Surface wave field intensity
A
= Attenuation factor due to losses
as the wave passes over the earth.
A distance of five miles will again be arbitrarily
chosen for calculation.

(Other distances and correspond.ing

field streneths are shovm in Table F).
p = 1.802 and b = 10 0 50'.

At this distance,

A value of A = .42 corresponds

to these values of p and b.
SUbstituting in

14 ,

2 x 48.65
5
=

x

.42

8.18 mv/meter at five miles distant from the
atenna.
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Eckersley's Method
(31)

(31)

P.P. Zckersley. The Calculation of The
Service Areu of Broadcast Stations. Proc. 1
R.E., July 1930. pp 1150-1193.

A somewhat different method of

a~proach

is t';l.ken in Mr. Eckersley's method.

to t e matter

No dielectric constant

of the ground is used, and for the ground conductivity a
value of~= 10- 13 is given.

This figure applies to open

pastoral country as would be found in England.
~kers1eyt s

Mr.

calculat ions and measurements were made in

England for the British Broadcasting Corporation and hence
the values he gives would naturally be worked out for conditions found in the British Isles.

The next hi. her value

of ground conductivity was 10-12 , 3pplyin~ to marshy flat
land.

The next lower value of ground conductivity was

0.2 x 10- 13 , correspon~in3 to hills and valley varyi~s
from 200 feet to 1000 feet above sea level.
Ozark country 'sould be

~omewhere

Obviously

between these two

extremes, so a value of 10-13 was used.
The curves given are based on an antenna of T formation and 10 ohms dead loss resistance.

These conditions

are different for the M.S.M. transmitter, but investigation
indicates that the T radiator field strength would be only
slightly greater than the field strength for a plain
vertical radiator of the same height.
will be used, although results may be

Therefore the data
som~Jhat

optimistic.
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The data worked out in this method is based in part on
the formulas of Somnerfeld, Van der Pol
(32)

(32)

, T. L.

''':.L. 1."'veritt, Co,1llnunic3.tion Engineering, 2nd
Ed., New York, McGraw-Hill, 1937, pp 645-650.

Eckersley, Stuart Ballantine, Professor Appleton Gnd the

u.

8. Bureau of Standards.
The procedure is given herewith:

«+

E

x
':.'here Ex:::

(8)

15

Field intensity at a point removed
"X" units from the ant enna

X

:::

Distance from antenna

S

:::

Multiplier to take into consideration
the attenu&tion resultiu; from the
wave

(s)
dn

: : .I

passin~

over the ecrth

(d n )

: : f (tr', A,

x) :::

\\'here d n ::: numerical distance from antenna
Where ttr::: is the v eloci ty of light.
The above
curves.

~&

may almost all be obtained

from

The values follO\v:

1ultiplier to correct for antenna height

= 7.7

MUltiplier to correct for 250 watts antenna power

*:

instead of 50,000 watts is
.0707

~iven

:::
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Eultiplier to correct field strength data for 250
v:atts instead of 1000 watts as ",..,.iven =
--'
.25
:=.5

--r-

E (25.5) is then obtained for 8.05 Km (5 miles) where
=

10- 13 and 1

1('11

of energy is ra·diated.

Therefore,

Ex

=

E x correction factors

= 25.5 x 7.7 x .0707 x .5

= 6.94 mv/meter at five miles.
Field intensities at other points are shown in
Table F.
Eckersley claims his calculated values for the B.B.C.
checked '.·i thin 15% of actual :lleasured field strengths for
the

lon~-wave

Daventry

st~tion.

Perusal of Table F
v:hich he knevJ all

alon~

e~phasizes

to the reader something

- that radio reception in Rolla of

any outside station is poor:

If.5 mv/meter is taken as

the weakest signal still giving satisfactory reception,
then the 250 watt station will be audible over a range of
only 15 to 20 miles.

Of course with ?ood receivers it

could be heard at greater distances, and also at a hundred
or more miles from the transmitter the sky waye should be
picked up - but tlese are exceptions rather than the rule.
Increasing the antenna heil::,ht and also the power
would help some.

Referring to the table

3~ain,

suppose a

transmitter the size of mtOX (50,000 watts) were located
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Table F
A Comparison ot Results obtained in the calculation ot tield strengtk

ot the M.S.M. transmitter by using different formulas.

Radial
D1st.
trom MSM
£.ntenna

Miles

Federal Tel.
and Radio
Corporation
Me t bod
Millivolt., I
meter

K.A.Norton' .,
graphical
method
Millivoltsl
meter

F.E. Terman's
graphical
method
Millivol tel
meter

P.P.Eckersley'.,
method
M1Uivo! tsl
meter

1

75.0

75.0

66.0

not appl1 cable

2

16.1

32.0

29.2

not applicable

3

e.o

lQ.5

16.2

not applicable

'.0

8.&1

6.18

6,;'

2.2

1.75

2.51

.23

.37

10

.44

25

.12

.25

50

.028

.05

100

.004

.00g (33)

(33)

( 33)

.05

(35)

.00;(33)

.053
not applioable

The last two entriel under Norton' 8 Method aDd the la.,t two
entrie8 under Terman's Metbod are identical since both
methods use the saa.e formulas tor distances beyond the line
of l!l1ght.
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in Rolla.

Converting the mv/meter quantities from' the

table to correspond to a transmitter of 50,000 watts, a
value of onl:T fO to 70 miles is found to 'be the maximum
range for .5 mv/meter (assuminG no cl1ange in antenna
hei3ht, freQuency, or other constants.)

The

~ain

cause

of the large attenuation around Rolla is the poor ground
conductivity and low dielectric constant of the earth. An
.

lnCr r38.Se, say in

_

v

from 4 x]O

-1.1

- to 10 x 10

-14-

emu.

would make a sizeable increase in field intensities.
The vE;.lues in Table F compare v:itL each other favorably.

Probably the

~ost

reliable set would be that calcu-

lated according to I\orton' s fornulas.

Greater pains are

taken in this ITetbod than in the others, and more constants
are evaluated.

Eckersley's method does not consider the

dielectric constant of the earth.

The Federal Telephone

and Radio Corpor&tion's method is too zeneral in its
applic8.tion.

Terman's method closely parallels Nortcn's

ideas with some simplifying assumptions.
To give a better idea of the coverage to be expected
from the M.S.M.

trans~itter,

turn to Plate No.1.

this plate have been drawn the mv/meter contours.

On
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THE COST
Following is a list of the approximate price of
various items.

Due to changing business conditions, these

may vary considerably as time goes on.
to give only a

r01.lrr

n

They are intended

idea as to what it v'ould cos t th e

State of Kissouri to install a 250 watt broadcast transmitter at the Missouri School of Mines.
1 - Concrete block buildin~ to house the transmitter end studios (See Plate No. 10) complete with pump and well, furnace and sewage
s ys t em ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• $19,000

1 - W.E. type 451A-l 250 watt radio transmittine equipment complete with 2 sets of
tub es

1 -

.

3,400

type 23C Speech Input equipment complete
v.'itt tubes and power supply •••••••••••••••••

765

W.E. type 633-A microphones .............. .. lot

145

ifi. E.

3

-

3

- Vi. E.

type 639-A microphones .............. .. lot

300

3

-

type 755-A loudspeakers ............. .. lot

100

2

-

Vl. E.

1 -

Y; .E.

1

\f,'.E.

W.E. type G

2

Deluxe turntables . ......... .. lot

310

.................

130

type 22-D remote speech input equipment for battery end AC operation, conplete v:;i tIl tubes •••••..•...••••.•••.••.••••

490

4 - W.£.

type 274 Osci110 8Cope

type 22-A floor microphone mountings .lot

90

4 - W.E. type ES 764305-2 floor stand
weights

lot

15

2 - W.E. type 24A microphone mountings ••••••• lot

10

1 - General Radio type l181-A frequency
deviation monitor, complete with tubes

....

720
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1 - General Radio type 1931-A modulation
monitor, complete with tubes ••••••••••

410

1 - Tower, 190 ft. high, guyed,
insula ted ••..••..•.•..•••••.......••••

2,500

1 - Tower lighting equipment for 190 ft.
tOVJ er ••••............................•

515

1 - Set of recordings and record file
cab inet •••••••••••.•..••.••.•..•.•••• lot

2,500

Misc. - Plugs, jacks t adapters, microphone
cables, several thousand feet of wire,
piano t rugs, furniture, and office
eQ uipmen t.
lot

2,000

Total (not inclUding price of land)

$33,400

The cost of the land on which to build the transmitter has not been included.

This figure would be

subject to wide variations depending on the location and
on the present owner.

Then aeain, it may be possible to

lease the land retter than make an outright purchase,
causing a wide variation in the amount of money required
for the transaction.
In general, it is believed that the above figure gives
a price which at this time would not be exceeded if the
equipment specified is used.

By careful buying and

sacrifice of quality it would be possible to decrease the
cost somewhat.

It would also be possible to get by

initially with considerably less equipment than that shown t
and then gradually build up the station as time goes on.
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CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the investigation involved in the
preparation of this manuscript, it seems entirely possible
fol' t.he

SC~lool

of lUnes to build and operate a radio

station

ser'Vin~

the populace excellently within a radius

of 15 to 20 miles of Rolla.

This station could reach all

of Rolla and the follovJine add it ional towns:

Vichy, Lanes

Prairie, St. James, Rosati, Fannin:::, Cuba (possibly),
Yancy

1~lls,

Edgar Sprin8s, Salem (possibly), Lenox, Flat,

Eooker, Dixon, Arlington, Newburg, Jerome, and Vienna.
These

loc~tions

should receive programs at any hour of the

day that the transmitter is
of the year.

operati~g

and during any season

Other poir.ts further away would also receive

the programs, but not as consistently as those inside the
.5 rnv/meter contour.
It is furtfler believed ttlat sufficient operating
personnel could be furni shed from the faculty and student
body to operate the station.

SOTIe building maintenance

viould be required, but this could be handled by the
School maintenance personnel.

Further, an appropriation

by the State Senate of $33,400 would cover the initial
cost of erecting the building and eC}.uipping it as outlined
previously.
A radio station operated by the Missouri School of
Mines would benefit both the school and the populace served.
The people would receive more entertainment end education.
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The School would increase its training facilities and to
a certain extent, spread its educational activities to a
larger group than the normal student body.
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SUIVilJARY

In the first chapter, various geographical locations
for a 250 watt broadcast transmitter for the Missouri
School of l,:ines were investin·ated.

Matters of Q:round con-

~

~

tour, elevation and nearness to cood cround conductivity
were emphasized.

total of four locations were con-

sidered and after studying the pros and cons of each, a
final selection was accomplished.

No effort was made to

ascertsin l,A!hether the ground was actually available for
sale or lease.
not too deep,

The picked location is in a broad valley,
~'lith

a small stream flowing through it

giving better ground conductivity than WDuld otherwise be
available.

It has power and telephone lines available,

and can be easily reached by automobile.
The buildinS to house the transmitter and studios is
shown on Plate No. 10.

It

~as

laid out to suit the needs

of a school broadcasting station, and consists essentially
of two studios, a control room, office and reception room.
Concrete block construction is used, except for some
haydite bricks to give sound insulation and a few glass
bricks in the front to provide natural lighting.
A deep-well and pump are included as well as a sewage disposal system.

Neither water nor underground

pipes are available at the location.

S~Jer

A parking lot is

provided to the north of the building.
No matter how good a location is selected nor how
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fine a buildinC is erected, the station still will do no
more than the transmitter
~ent

a~d

is capable of doine.

exercised in
in mir:d the

layin~

of the station.

Therefore some care should be

out and

o:gerc~tiol1B.1

associated electrical equip-

e~ui~pin~

the station, keeping

vieVlpoint as '.':ell as the eye appeal

Accordinely hie:h quality electrical equip-

ment was selected, with reasons for including the various
pieces of apparatus.
speech input

The material included a transmitter,

equip~ent,

microphones, loudspeakers, portable

speech injut equipment, frequency monitor, modulation monitor,

:3

nt enna, t urnta bles, and other less important parts.

The reG-sons for usin.'j the items ',,"'ere broue;ht out where
needed.

Calculations

~ere ~3.de

to

sho~

how the pieces' of

equipment 'i:oulc fi. t' tOGether electric2.11y (i. e. impedance
matching and power level

corr~r):.rison).

Finally, calculations were made on the field stren8ths
',;hich might be expected from the installation.
weri3 made by four

c1

ifferent methods and at eight d itferen t

distences from the ontenna.
,:;1 th

These data

The data compared favorably

each other 3nd v/ere used as a guide in determining the

cover&ge to be expected by the 250 watt radio station.

It

yvas concluded that recei vers v:ithin a radius of 15 to 20
miles from Rolla would receive programs consistently.

Other

sets farther away would of course hear the progr&ms, but not
as loudly or as consistently throughout

t~e

day and night,

winter and summer.
The estimated cost of the building and contents was
determined.

This amounted to

!~33,400.00.
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